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Norton and Coffin Win Election
Pruett Shows Strong at Forum
by Ellen Garrity
Assistant News Editor

Steve Norton and Lee Coffin
were victorious in last Thursday's
SGA presidential and vice-presidential elections despite an impressive
performance
by
opponents Ron Pruett and Chris
Hogan in Wednesday's forum.
The forum, held the night before the election, was open to the
public. It was moderated by Phil
O'Brien. The four presidential
candidates — victor Steve Norton, Ron Pruett, Chris Hogan,
and Tim Connor — and the two

vice-presidential candidates — Lee
Coffin and Chris Hogan — gave
opening statements. Tripod editor
Royce Dalby and managing editor
Kathryn Gallant asked the candidates questions. After that, the
audience did the same.
Speaking first was Tim Connor.
Connor said that although he was
freshman, he was "not running as
a joke." He said that after a period of adjustment, he was sure
he could learn how to run the SGA
even though he did not have three
years of SGA experience as some
candidates did. Connor felt that
he had an advantage because he

Mather Is Vandalized
by Ellen Garrity
Assistant News Editor
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Steve Norton (left) and Lee Coffin (right), SGA President and VicePresident, savor success.

Vandals struck the Folletts' display case during the weekend of
September 14, Approximately
$100 of merchandise was stolen.
According to Wayne Gorlick-Asmus, Director of Mather Campus
Center, the vandals were able to
bend the glass and slide it .over the
lock, remove the merchandise,
and close the case once again.
Asmus was upset for several
reasons. "The vandals," he said,

"—Sophomores Form Fraternity
by Gina Cappelletti

Chi Alpha Theta, a coed fraternity, has been established by a
group Of students who want to
provide men and women with social alternatives to the present social scene at Trinity.
Tracy Morgan, president of Chi
Alpha Theta, recognized those
students who are not satisfied with
the existing fraternities and sororities and put her idea into action.
She says she thought there were
enough people looking for something different and wanted to offer an alternative. Other officers
are Debbie Price as vice-president

and Elizabeth Engels as social
chairman. Chi Alpha Theta is still
looking for a secretary and treasurer.
The idea for this new fraternity
was conceived last year. It is formally being organized this fall
through meetings with Wayne
Gorlick-Asmus, Mather Campus
Center Director. ChiAlpha Theta
is not nationally or locally affiliated. Its coed status means there
should be no delay in getting organized and approved. Now they
are able to have meetings and are
planning to have rush parties this
spring.
' Morgan says she wants Chi Alpha Theta to be involved in the

Lindsey Testifies in D.C.
By Andy Waxier
News Staff

Charles W. Lindsey III, associate professor of economics at
Trinity since 1975, testified at a
House of Representatives Subcommittee hearing last Thursday.
Lindsey, with three other college
professors, spoke on the current
situation in the Philippines and its
significance to United States foreign policy.
, :
Lindsey was accompanied by
Gustav Ranis, professor of economics at Yale University, David
A. Rosenberg, associate professor
of political science at Middlebury
College, and Carl H., Lande, professor of political science at the
University of Kansas. Each member gave introductory remarks,
and then the panel, as a whole,
answered questions for approximately two and a half hours.
The House Subcommittee on
Asian and Pacific Affairs, part of
the House Committee on Foreign

Hartford community with such
programs as Big Brother/Big Sister. She also hopes for more social
interaction with the College.
Chi Alpha Theta is an opportunity for students to create a new
social organization which will reflect different interests. Student
input is essential for the fraternity
to be what students want. Morgan
is looking for enthusiastic, openminded people to build a unique
fraternity. The idea of starting a
new, coed fraternity is one solution to much of the controversy
surrounding the single-sex fraternities and sororities. With the
right people and support, Chi Alpha Theta can be a popular alternative for students looking for
somethine different

"are stealing from everybody."
Bill Scharnweber, manager of
Folletts, refuses to place any more
merchandise in the cabinet because he cannot afford the possibility of another theft. Although
Folletts considers this incident as
"shrinkage", Asmus does "not
expect shrinkage. This is an educational institution and I do not
expect things like that."
Of greater concern to Asmus is
the upcoming student art show
which will begin the Monday before Parents Weekend (October
8). Asmus hopes to purchase several pieces from the show and start
an art collection for Mather.
However, with the theft from the
display case and an incident last
spring in which three pieces from
a photo exhibition in the Cathedral Lounge were vandalized, Asmus is "scared to death." Asmus
believes that last spring's incident
was not done by neighborhood
children because it was away from
the main flow of traffic; rather,
he feels it was done by Trinity
students.
Asmus is now concvinced that
he needs a student guarding thr
art show 24 hours a day. "Mather
Campus Center," he said, "is the
campus living room. Do you follow people around in your living
room to make sure no one steals
anvthine?"

Affairs, conducted the hearing as
part of an investigation of the increasing unrest in the Philippines.
According to Lindsey, Representative Stephen Solarz, chairman of
the committee, visited the Philippines this summer and was concerned with the increasing antiAmerican feeling,
Lindsey pointed out that lately
certain left-wing and nationalist
groups have shown hostility toward the U.S. military and said
that "These groups have made
public statements against the continued military presence of the
United States in the Philippines."
Lindsey claimed that the Subcommittee was particularly concerned
about the Subic Naval Base and,
the Clark Air Force Base, both
very important to the United
States military..
In the hearing, Lindsey argued
against United States intervention
continued on page 6

Early fall sunlight slants through Jarvis Windows.

had lots of time. Of prime concern to him was the maintenance
problems, especially broken clocks
and'washers and dryers, and the
fraternities.
Next spoke Steve Norton. He
insisted that he was running because he felt he was the best qualified candidate, citing his three
years of experience in the SGA.
Norton planned an internal reform of the SGA from which the
student body would benefit. This
reform would do away with much
of the bureaucracy and red tape
which has plagued the SGA for so
long. Norton hoped also to reform the appointment/promotion
process of faculty members to include more student input.
Paul Newman said that he was
running because fo his "frustration" with Trinity's SGA. Newman said he hoped to establish
political parties at Trinity. Political parties could eliminate much
of the apathy at Trinity. Also important to Newman were the lottery process, the. inability of
faculty members to listen to students, and the fraternities. He said
that there were arguments for and
against fraternities, but he did not
commit himself one way or another.
Ron Pruett spoke and was followed by his running mate, Chris
Hogan. Pruett and Hogan were
running on the "Active Voice"
platform. They hoped to bring
more student input to the SGA.
They hoped to place a student on
the Board of Trustees because, according to Pruett, "We are all
adults. We all want to be listened
t o . " Hogan said that he wanted
everyone to realize taht the
administration's attack on fraternities is attacking every one. .
"The admiriistrattrion could just
as well attack the Ultimate Frisbee
Team," said Hogan.
Lee Coffin, Norton's running
mate, said that he was not running
"for my resume." Coffin felt that
the open curriculum was an important issue because it is uniquecontinued on page 3
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Announcements
The Review

TAAP

Welcome back! Trinity Alcohol
Awareness Program (TAAP)
wants to ensure that we celebrate
together responsibly. Enjoy yourselves, and if you do choose to
drink responsibly, alcohol can be
something to enhance your social
relationships rather than impairing or destroying them. Here are
some ways to avoid overindulgence:
Keep in mind that drinking
should not be the primary focus
Breakfast Round Table
of any activity.
••• Provide food when alcohol is
served.
Republican Edmund Tiryakian
Provide equally attractive and
will speak at the breakfast round
accessible non-alcoholic drinks.
table at 7:30 am., Thursday, Sept.
Measure when mixing drinks
27. Attorney Tiryakian is a canand do not urge that glasses be
didate for tjie state legislature in
continually full.
Hartford's 2nd Assembly District.
Use alcohol carefully in connecHe will speak on the issues of his
tion with other drugs.
campaign; why he thinks a ReHave non-carbonated mixers
publican can and should win in
available at the bar, and a nonHartford, and what he thinks of
carbonated base to alcoholic
President Reagan's "New Federpunch. Alcohol is absorbed much
alism." Members of the Trinity
faster when combined with a carcommunity are welcome to attend
bonated mixer.
and ask questions. This will be the
second program sponsored by the
Recognize that drunkenness is
"Politics and Oral Communicaneither healthy, funny nor safe. It
tions Seminar."
is no more "manly" to overdrink
than it is to overeat — in fact,
those who drink a lot with less
effect are likely to have built up a
Trinity Lesbian and
tolerance (danger sign of dependGayAIliance
ence) to alcohol.
Encourage activities other than
-»
drinking: games, music, talking,
We at the Trinity Lesbian and Gay
eating.
Alliance realize the difficulties of
Allow yourselves to say no, and
being gay at Trinity and empathlet others do the same.
ize with the srudent who may be
Be ready to take care of those
questioning his or her sexual oriwho drink too much. Assume reentation, We are a support group
sponsibility for the health and
which meets to discuss such topics
safety of guests -~ provide, transas: homophobia, political issues,
portation or overnight accommothe need for meaningful relationdations.
ships, the difficulties of "coming
Recognize that alcoholic beverout," and other personal conages do not ned to be served at
cerns. Our supportive environevery social occasion.
ment will provide a space for nonthreatening, casual, and friendly
Remember that a really good
interaction with other gay people,
party focuses on good conversawhere you can be comfortable in
tion, good music, and good comthe knowledge that you are not pany. As hosts, we can set the
alone. If you wish to become a
atmosphere so chat all these are
part of our support group, please
the main attraction.
contact the officers of the
For more information, or to
T.L.G.A. through the Chaplain,
find out about joining TAAP,
ext. 484/485.
contact Leslie Cohn, Box 1028, or
Paula Chu-Richardson, Ass't
Dean of Students.
The Review is Trinity's student
run magazine of literary and artistic work. All students are welcome
to contribute: poetry, short stories, plays, prints, graphic art, and
photographs. Send all submissions to Box 4000. Deadlines: Oct.
10 (for all writing) and Oct. 16
(for all artwork).

Campus Job Openings
There are still several jobs available on campus. Need not be
work-study eligible. Check the Financial Aid Office bulletin board,
and see Kathy Mills for a referral:
Austin Arts Center: promo, asst.,
seamstress/costume asst., center
desk asst.
Buildings and Grounds: Architectural of Engineering attendent.
Central Services: Bindery/mail
helper.
Computer Center: overnight security worker.
Faculty Committees: research
asst.
History Professor: research asst.
Library: circulation, Watkinson
and Serials dept. workers.
Physical Education: filming manager, student recreation door
guard, football manager.
Public Relations: typists.
Slide and Record Library: assistant.
Social Science Computing: consultant.
Sociology: research asst.
Upward Bound: tutors.

Lai! Lail Lail
The Chinese Youth Ensemble
from Taiwan will perform on the
cave patio on Sept. 28, at 11:30
am.

PRESCHO Meeting
All students interested in Trinity's program of Hispanic studies
in Cordoba, Spain (PRESCHO),
either for next semester or next
year, are invited to attend an informational meeting on Wednesday, September 26, at 3:30 p.m.
in the language lounge (Seabury
42E). Some recent participants
will be present to answer all questions. Refreshments will be served.

Trinity Outing Club

S Tonight

The Trinity Outing Club will be
sponsoring a Beginning Rock
Climbing Trip, Saturday the 29th.
All equipment and intervention
will be provided for the modest
fee of $30.00. If we get nine people to go, the cost is only $25.00.
Sign up in Mather, near the South
entrance. Come On - Go Climb A
Rock!

2 Carousel (not rated) 7:30

Trinity Woman's Organization
(TWO), a group of students interested in fostering a non-sexist
community, will be meeting every
Thursday at 10 pm at the Trinity
Woman's Center. Women and
Men are welcome.

Parent's Weekend
Students are needed to work Parent's Weekend, Oct. 12-14. Jobs
mclude coat checking, ticket selling, and working at registration.
Please contact the Public Relations Office, ext. 211 if you are
interested.

0 Director: Henry King. Cast: Gordon McRae and Shirley Jones. Don't
| miss the Dazzling songs and dances of this famous musical. 128 min.
| Lifeboat (not rated) 9:55
« Director: Alfred Hitchcock. A suspenseful wartime melodrama about
J the survivors of a ship torpedoed by a U-boat. 97 min.

% Wednesday - Saturday

The Woman's Center

S The Natural (PG)
The Woman's Center inaugurates
its Lunch Series with a talk by
Ward Curran on "Investing in a
Reasonably Secure Future," Sept.
26 at 12:30 pm., in the Woman's
Center.. Professor Curran will
continue his discussion at the next
Lunch Series meeting on Oct. 3,
same time, same place. The series
is free and open to all.

•
S
J
•

»

Director: Barry Levinson. Cast: Robert Redford, Glenn Close and Robert Duvall. Based on Bernard Malamud's novel about a legendary baseball player and his complicated rise to success. 134 min.
***Please note that the movie will be shown at 7:30 Wed. - Thurs., and
at 7:30 and 10:00 Fri, - Sat.

• Sunday-Tuesday

On Oct. 2, at 8 pm., Maurice • Dear Maestro (Not Rated) 7:30
Wade will speak on " A Case for
Reverse Dicrimination" in the Al- % Director: Luciano Odorisio. A comic gem. 100 min.
umni Lounge. Refreshments will
be served. The talk is free and S L'Argent (Not Rated) 9:25
open to all. Co-sponsored by
• Director: Robert Bresson. The story of a young truck driver who unTCAC.
S knowingly passes a counterfiet bill and suffers a cruel fate at the behest
Sof a cynical and unjust society. 90 min.

Trinity Republicans

Classified

The Trinity College Republican
Club, dedicated to the re-election
of President Reagan and Vice
President George Bush, will hold
a meeting on Tuesday, September
25, at 7:30 p.m. in the Washington Room. The major topic to be
discussed will concern the ongoing
registration drive and the importance of the next two weeks. All
club members are encouraged to
attend.

The TRINITY TRIPOD
Vol. LXXXIH, Issue 3
September 25, 1984
The TRINITY TRIPOD is
published weekly on Tuesday, except vacations, during
the academic year. Student
subscriptions are included in
the student activities fee;
other subscriptions arc
$15.00 per year. The TRINITY TRIPOD is printed by
Imprint, Inc., West Martford, CT. and published at
Trinity College, Hartford,
CT. Advertising rates are
$3.00 per column inch,
$30.00 per eighth page and
$55.00 per quarter page.

Student Rep. Wanted. Earn commission and travel, lowest prices
on campus. Town Tours and
Travel, 482 Main Street, Maiden,
Mass. 02148. Or call 617-3213993.
Press Box Hostess. Hasy money.
Contact Dave Nagle, ext. 217.
Process Mail at Home. $75 per
100. No experience. Start immediately full or part time. For details send self-addressed s,tnmpcd
envelope to N. Sweitl, box 372TT, Brookport, 111. 62910.
Looking to earn extra cash this
semester? Become our college
travel rep. Enthusiasm to travel a
must. Excellent business/marketing majors. Call Bruce at 1-800431-3124 or 1-914-434-6000 (NYS
only).
Montreal Weekend Party. Nov. 24. The $68 trip includes round-trip
transportation, three days and two
nights in downtown Montreal,
welcome party and all taxes and
tips. Over 40 colleges will attend.
An optional Bruins-Canadiens
hockey game is available. Drinking age is 18. For more info Town
Tours and Travel, 482 Main
Street, Maiden, Mass. 02148. Or
call 617-321-3993.

he might hear you mil;

TECS
.»»

Trinity Woman's
Organization

iClnestudio

Invites you to come see a
Spectacular
Computer Graphics Display
as produced by

Program subject to change "

CINEMACITYHTFD

DEC'S Rainbow PC
HP plotter
Tectronix

8MI»M!DW*l91«ltV»UrS
RECUNER CHAIRS H9.003Q
UAIIGAIN MATS. SAI.SUN
ADULTSS2.50 (III 5 P M )

and a very special display of the
Macintosh PC.
Discussion of the
Hallden computer world will follow.

Wednesday, Sept 29, 1984
at 4:30 PM
In Hallden 108

Combined
Health
Appeal
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Candidates Face Off At
SGA Student Forum
continued from page 1
to Trinity. He felt that he and
Norton could deal with the fraternity issue better than past SGA
presidents because in the past frat
brothers have been either SGA
preseidbnts or vice-presidents.
When they have gone to see President English about the fraternities, he told them they were biased
because they were brothers. Coffin said he hoped to have an Open
Forum once a month. The SGA
in the past has "been perceived as
oblivious. It will he available. Instead of a weak student voice, we
will listen." Coffin said, "We are
the main reason there is a college.
The Administration should listen."
The candidates then addressed
the Open Curriculum.
Connor did not see it as "that
major of an issue." "How many
people come here because of it?"
he asked the audience.
Norton, however, said that the
Open Curriculum "is a major
drawing point." A change in the
curriculum, he added, is inevitable but "it's not going to happen
without student voice."
Newman said that "the students should hear what the faculty
has to say. They should go in with

an open mind." There are abuses,
he admitted.
Pruett said that the students
don't know about the changes
Norton mentioned.
Coffin said that the ability to
compromise is important, "we can
tell them [the faculty] what we'd
like."
The candidates proceeded to
address more specific issues as the
audience asked questions of them.
Norton continued to defend the
SGA; when asked wahat it has
done, he cited the establishment
of TCAC. He also elaborated on
his reform of the SGA. Included
in his reform would be a cabinet.
To abolish bureaucracy, he would
"enhance the parliamentary skills
of SGA members" and require the
use at SGA meetings.
Newman said that his idea of
political parties would polarize the
student body. Possibly, it would
eliminate the need for fraternities.
Pruett and Hogan said that they
could best deal with the fraternity
issue because Pruett was not a
brother while Hogan was an ADbrother.
Pruett and Hogan, with their
articulate speeches, benefittd most
from the forum. However, Norton and Coffin were the real victors at Thursday's polls.

Photo By Adam Rechwite

Tim Connor, Chris Hogan, and Ron Pruett answered studc.ti r.uwes H the SGA Forum for presidential
vice-presidential candidates.

Election Results for SGA
President:
Steve Norton
Vice-president:
Lee Coffin
At-Large Reps:

Phil O'Brien
Jim Sickinger
Steve Gerber
Budget Committee:
Tom Swiers

McKee's Political Science Class
Hosts Local Politician Killian
by Regina Burgio

On Thursday, September . 20,
Politics
and Oral Communications class
hosted a breakfast roundtable at
which attorney Bob Killian Jr.
spoke to a group of students in
Mather. Killian, a native of Hartford, is running for the position
of Probate Judge. Killian is a
partner in the law firm of Gould,
Killian, and Wynne, and has been
practicing law for the past twelve
years, concentrating his efforts on
the dealings of the Probate Court.
Killian spoke on the duties of
Probate Court and how he will
meet the challenge of these duties
if elected Probate Judge. In the
Democratic Primary held on Sep-

tember 11, Killian defeated former Hartford mayor George
Athenson by 80 votes. One of Killian's goals as Probate Judge
would be to win the north end of
Hartford, with its large black
population. In the north end, Killian was defeated by Athenson.
He attributed his defeat there to
Athenson's familiarity with the
people and to the voters' lack of
information about candidates and
issues.
One of the serious questions he
raised about Connecticut's Probate Court was the election of
Probate Judges by the public, as
opposed to appointment. There
are now 26 states that choose to
elect their Probate Judges. Killian
feels that the nature of the .posi-

tion, one with direct contact with
the public, makes the election
process necessary. Citizens Who
elect their judges have a closer tie
to the state's judicial affairs.
As Probate Judge, Killian wants
to dispel some of the myths surrounding Probate Court. He
wants to restore the public's confidence in Probate Court by eliminating existing apprehensions.
Killian is especially attracted to the
challenge of resolving the problems that arose when James Kinsella was Probate Judge,
Kinsella, who had been Probate
Judge for 23 years, had committed the care of a $30 million estate
of a senile woman to his long-time
friend Alex Goldfarb. As conservator, Goldfarb was accused of
mishandling his fiduciary responsibilities. This lengthy incident resulted in the censure of Goldfarb
and the near-impeachment of
Kinsella. It also questioned the
competency of the Probate Court
of Connecticut.

KUUart considers Kinsella's
do.wnfall to have been his lengthy
term as judge. There was a lack
of serious election challenge to
Kinsella. Remaining in a position
for too long a period of time can
create a feeling of dominance.
Killian plans to demystify the
Probate Court by taking time to
communicate with the people in a
way that allows them to comprehend the qourt's legal procedures.
He plans to publish a list of
those who are appointed and their
salaries. Because the court is inconveniently located, Killian intends to increase public access by
holding regular office hours in
community centers. Evening sessions in court will be established,
along with informal discussions of
probate matters.
Killian is almost assured victory
in Hartford because he is a Democratic candidate. The Democrats
hold a seven to one lead in voter
registration in Hartford.

Volunteers For Phonothon Wanted

•'•"'

"

"

. i ^ . .

Paul Newman, SGA candidate for president, at the forum.

Each year Trinity is responsible
for educating, housing, and feeding over 170Q students. While tuition and fees cover most of the
expense, the actual cost per student is an estimated $4100 above
and beyond the $12,400 bill.
Where does the College get the
money to cover this gap? One
source of needed revenue is stu;
dent manned phonothons.

reports Frank Sherman, Director
of Annual Giving.
Student phonothons are held
twice a year. Local businesses donate the use of their telephones
and often cover the long distance
charges as well. Calls are made to
alumni all over the country. For
those students who discover any
hidden fund rising talents, there
are prizes for their efforts. All
students who participate in the

Last year, over 100 students
participated in phonothons in
Hartford and the East Coast. In
five nights of calling more thatn
$55,000 was raised for the Alumni
Fund. "Because of their enthusiasm and what's, happening on
campus, student 'phonothoners'
are very effective. We rely on them
to guarantee the success of the
phonothon program each year,"

continued on Page 6

Tom Madden
Dan Sanker
High Rise:
Jeanine Looney
Kathy O'Brien
North Campus:
Peter Morris
Hilary Romanoff
Northam:
Jane McDonough
New Britain Avenue:
Kim Crowley
Jackson: '
Denise Rosano
Stacey Stamper
Wheaton:
Julia Calhoun
John Maggioni
Smith:
Caroline Carney
Funslon:
Roberta Glaser
Steve Palluotto
Jarvis:
Arthur Muldoon
Liz Breiner
Chris Imery
Cook:
Lina Ricciardone
Liz Cahn
Elton:
Joy Hayden
Ruth Taylor
Jones;
Elizabeth Kehrli
Chris Allen
Crescent Street:
Melissa Farley
Patti Chen
. Tyler Vartenegian
Clint Angel
Senior Class:
Jim Schact
Junior Class:
Kathryn George
Sophomore Class:
Missy Bronzino
Off-Campus
John Bonnelli

Thanks to you it works
. . . for all of us

United Way
of (he Capital Area

Combined fcifib Appeal
For Business and Industry, inc.
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On the Long Walk — Students Speak on SGA
By Theresa Ziobro

What would you like to see the
SGA accomplish this year?

listening to the students and is
talking to them and is beind a responsible voice to the administration for them. My personal goal

John Bonelli '85
I think that the SGA should reach
out to the Trinity community in
ways such as publishing what they
do in a more effective fashion.
They should challenge the dorm
reps and class reps to meet more
frequently with their constituents".
Also, an Awareness Day should
be reinstitutedrso that the whole
community can be challenged to

Michael Bannctt '85
I would like to see a riding ring
put in and stalls for students'
horses. The SGA should talk to
some of the breeders and see if we
could get some deals on good
thouroughbreds, just as they spent
the time organizing for the discounts on computers.

Martin Bin! '85
I'd like to see them really do

ernment. Social, political and economic issues are important in this
election year. Too often I find
Trinity students are apathetic. I
think it is the job of responsible
leaders to instill a sense of importance of being actively involved in
our society. I would also like the
SGA to specifically bridge the
gaps that exist between the faculty
and student body. Change cannot
occur on campus if the faculty and
student body are not working cooperatively.
Jonathan Harland '87
What did they accomplish last
year? Anyway, this year I think
their primary goal should be social activities.

as Vice-President is to go around,
as much as possible, to the dorms
and ,lr>" itrrcany understand what
needs to be done. When the SGA
does go and represent the feelings
of the campus, we can be taken
more seriously and be a more valuable instrument in college affairs.

deal more responsibly with their
roles as citizens. The SGA should
be a force behind increasing students' sensitivity to the problems
facing minorities (Blacks, Hispanics, Asians, lesbians and gaymen)
so that this will become a more
integrated and accepting community. Students should also be challenged to reach out' into the
Hartford community.

Gloria Guerrero '86
Como perteneciente a la miniria
Latina en Trinity me gustararia
que hubiese mas actividades cul-

Johanna Petit '85 (transfer student)
What is the SGA?

Lee Coffin '85 {SGA Vice-President)
This is what I want the SGA to
accomplish this year:. The SGA
needs to become less of a club and
more of an organization that is

turales, asi como mas diversidad
et mica en el campus. Y sobretodo
nenos demagogia.

FOR mm
steve ommf

Liz Wilcox '86
I'd like to see that the TCAC gets
the support they need. I don't
know much about the SGA, even
though I've been here two years,
so 1 think their issues should be
more publicly presented.

Mammography
can detect
breast
cancers even
smaller than
the hand
can feel.
Low-dose breast x-ray,
mammography, is giving hope
that the leading cause of
cancer deaths in women will
be greatly diminished.
We urge women without
symptoms of breast cancer,
ages 35 to 39, to have One
mammograrn for the record,
women 40 to 49 to have a
mammogram every 1 to 2
years, and women 50 and
over, one a year. Breast selfexamination is also an important health habit and should
be practiced monthly. Ask
your local Cancer Society for
free leaflets on both subjects.
The American Cancer ,,",
Society wants you to know.

something. It always just seems to
be a beauty contest.

James Malcolm '85
One major issue concerns getting
students involved in student gov-

ing, with particular emphasis on
arrangements such as commercial
housing, or housing that has some
of their own social/academic programs.

Michael Jacobson '85
The SGA should cater to the needs
of the Trinity community. Hopefully, it will encourage students to

AMERICAN
V CANCER
f SOCIETY®

Window Offices

BLOOM COUNTY
INMT

Professor Milla Riggio (Chairwoman of the English Deptartment)
We'd like more money for groups
such as the English Club. I'd like
to see them take a more active role
in the question of student hous-

actively pursue their creative and
intellectual ideals. The SGA can
only do this if we, the students,
do it.
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• • BUSINESS MANAGEMENT • LAW
• MEDICINE • INTELLIGENCE
•• CIVIL ENGINEERING • AVIATION
• SHIPBOARD OPERATIONS
QUALIFICATIONS: Minimum BA/BS degree (summer graduates may inquire).
Applicants must pass aptitude and physical examinations and qualify for
security clearance. U.S. citizenship required.
BENEFITS: Salary $18,500 to $30,000 in four years. Experience, management,
travel, responsibility, upward mobility.

NAVY OFFICER PROGRAMS
Leo W. O'Brien Federal Building Rm. 331
Albany, New York 12207
_

(518)462-6119
Minority Students Encouraged To Apply

Navy Officers Get Responsibility Fast.

F

_
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Women In the World
by Katliryn Gallant
Managing Editor
Things are changing at the
Women's Center. For the first
time in its history it has a full-time
coordinator. Judith Branzburg,
who was a visiting professor in the
Women's Studies program last
year, was chosen to fill the position. Branzburg is determined to
change the way the Center is perceived by the students on campus.
She plans to go about doing this
by changing the programming the
Women's Center sponsors.
Branzburg defines the Women's Center as being for everyone
on campus, not just women. It
looks at issues of gender and of
moment to everyone. "We're not
just political, not just sexist-oriented," said Branzburg. "We
don't look at everything as a
problem."
In its desire to show this, the
Women's Center will present programming different than it has in
the past. As Branzburg says,
"We're not about harassing people. We're not about hating men.
The Women's Center is for all
people on campus. We want to
sponsor cultural, social and intellectual activities that will be of interest to both men and women,
which includes making a committment to making Trinity a better
place for people to live and work
together."
Perhaps the largest activity
planned for this se'mester is the
Women in Leadership Conference
which is scheduled for September
29 from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. here at
Trinity. The Conference will present panel discussions workshops
examining issues such as "Juggling Career and Family," "Feminists Develop Their Leadership

Styles," "Making Transitions To
and In the Work Place," "Women's Changing Roles: How Are
Men Responding?," "Women As
Political Movers" and "A View
From the Top."
The keynote speaker for the
Conference will be Barbara Blum,
President of Manpower Demonstration Research Corporation.
She will speak on "Women and
Work,"
The Women's Center is also
sponsoring a lunch-time discussion series which will feature such
varied topics as a discussion of the
Olympic experience with a member of the gold-medal winning
U.S. 8-women crew team. Other
discussions will be "Even You
Can Understand
tional Defense" and "Ho\
o Pick a
Therapist." The point, Branzburg
says, is to "have women speaking
on issues that are important to
both men and women in order to
get people to take women seriously." There will also be presentations on the renaissance of the
short story and American Catholicism and abortion form a prochoice perspective, and women in
the Succoth.
Also planned is a Health
Awareness Series, beginning on
November 1st and running on
Thursdays through December 13.
Topics will include "Anorexia
Nervosa and Buliminia.— Current
Perspectives" and a "Self-help
PMS Program." All of the sessions will be held in the Alumni
Lounge at 7 p.m. and the entire
College community is invited to
participate.
Branzburg says that she welcomes any suggestions and input
from members of the College
community concerning Women's
Center programming.

Now you
can
afford a
color TV

photo by Juan Salichs

Sunny afternoons led unsuspecting students astray, enabling them to sample life's more simple pleasures.

Feature Focus-

Trinity Students Brush With Greatness
by James Harper
Features Editor

The Brush, with greatness- a
chance meeting with the famous,
almost everybody has had one.
Whether just bumping into a celebrity on the street or, having a
deep conversation the story often
ends up being told towards the
end of cocktail parties. Everybody
loves to talk about their own experience, So the Tripod took an

How?
By Renting
Monthly Rental
TV $19.95 plus tax
9" TV $25.95 plus tax
TV $31.95 plus tax

•
•

No security deposit, down payment or hassles.
FREE in dorm service includes all parts and labor.
Inquire about our low, low, monthly rates

Call 5 2 8 - 9 0 7 1 for delivery
or come in and pick up your TV at
We niiiko the gotttl things affordable.

740 Maple Avenue

Hartford, GT 06114

afternoon of heavy rescearch on
the quad to gather these stories. A
broad range of greatness was represented, from the Very Great, to
the Just Barely Great by Association. But without trying to form
any-theories , I'll just proceed in
gossip colunm format and tell the
stories. Note: to protect the people who have told these stories, I
have given generic last names to
each of them. One more note.'Any
brushes with Brooke Sheilds will
not be-included in this article.
Suzy X. (not her real last name)
said , ' T v e had many brushes with
greatness . . . wait! Don't print
that, I was just kidding . . . no,
I've had a few." She saw Dan
Ackroyd on the Vineyard. "He
asked me my name(she told him)
and then he asked me if I go to
the beach alot." She also met
Maria Von Trapp, the matron of
the singing family of "Sound of
Music" fame. "It was up at the
Von Trapp lodge at Stowe, Vermont. She sat with us at dinner
. . . she was very senile . . . she
spoke with a heavy accent. Suzy
X. also saw Patricia Neal in a
sandwich shop on the Vineyard."
She asked me what the best sandwich was." "What did you recommend?" "The Ivan. It's roast
beef with melted swiss cheese andrussian dressing."
Carla X. has also had some
brushes with greatness. "I was at
a birthday party at William Styron's house, and Carly Simon and
James Taylor were there . . . They
sang happy birthday . . . the next
morning he burned scrambled
eggs." "I saw him on the Vineyard", Suzy X. added, " H e
smiled at me and said Hi."_Carla
X. also had a brush with Ben Vereen, and was "in awe of him."
Carla brushed with Lily Pulitzer.
"My father told her to her face
that her new line was a dissappiontment . . , she gave him a
look-passive, but looked like she
was at the point where she was
about to throw up, and said'thank
you for the constructive criticism."
Dan X. lives near the Wang
computer family. "My sister and
I have often considered kidnapping Dr. Wang's wife for a summer j o b . "

Robert X. ran into Gene Shalit
while he was helping his sister
(who looks very much like him)
into Harvard. " He was carrying
a box, and he asked if we were
twins. I said no, and he said that
was too bad. Later, when we were
going off to lunch, he saw us again
and said, 'Oh look, it's the Bobsey twins."
Laurie X. saw Warren Beatty in
London. 'He pulled up in a
Mercedes at a red light. I recognized him but I couldn't figure
out who he was. Anyway, I was
wearing a sweater with my name
on it, and he looked out the window and said my name. Then he
got the green light and drove off.
About five minutes later I realized
who he was."
'..•;,'
John X. had a brush •with Nick
Savage, who is apparently a musician. "He's one of the slimiest
people south of the Mason-Dixon
line . . . he proposed to my sister." (she did not accept.)
Icy X. not only had a brush
with greatness, she "high-fived"
with greatness. "I was a tennis
pro at the Greenwich Field Club,
and Senator Weicker needed a
fourth for a game, so I was his
partner . . . we won, so we highfived."
Bill X.'s brush with greatness
was with The Police (the rock
band). They had rented a house
for the summer near our summer
house . . . so one night a bunch
of us decided to go check it out
and see if we could.peek in the
windows and see them . . . Nobody was home, but we went into
the pool house, and found a fully
stocked bar. So we took a -few
bottles, actually, we took every
bottle. So I guess my brush with
greatness was drinking Sting's gin.
Pratvan X., a Grateful Dead
enthusiast, had a brush with what
he considers greatness, when he
talked to Robert Palmer, lyricist
for the band. "It was in the Blue
Pelican, in Newport . . . I had a
beer with him, and we discussed
the pros and cons of vegetarianism. He had just had his first steak
dinner in five years."
There are many others, but 1
have not included any about the
Jacksons asking for directions.
But at the next party you go to,
ask somebody, and chances are
that it happened to them, or at
least to somebody they know.
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Noted Economist to
Give Mead Lecture
Tonight Trinity's Economics
Department will sponsor its annual Mead Lecture in Economics.
This year, Lester C. Thurow, distinguished economist and columnist, will address the question
"Can America Survive in a World
Economy?" This lecture will be
held at 8 p.m. in the Goodwin
Theatre. Admission to the lecture
is free.

Thurow is a Gorden Y. Billard
professor of economics and management at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Currently,
he is an economics columnist for
• the Los Angeles Times and the
Boston Globe. Thurow has also
served as a contributing editor to
Newsweek from 1981 to 1984 and
as an economics columnist for the
New York Times from 1980 to
1981. He was a presidential appointee to the National Commission for Manpower Policy in 197879 and a member of the NAACP

economic advisory council trom
1978-80.
A Rhodes scholar, Thurow
graduated from Williams College
and earned his doctorate from
Harvard University, He was an
assistant pfofessor of economics
at Harvard until he joined as a
professor at M.I.T. in 1968.

phonothon are thanked with a
special pre-phoning dinner.
Seventy five phoners are needed
for the next session of phonothons to be held on October 1-3.
Cathy Cosgrove, phonothon coordinator, is looking for students
who are "enthusiastic, have a positive attitude towards Trinity, like
to talk to alumni, enjoy a good
meal, or would like a break from
the campus routine." She can be
reached in the Development Office in Williams Memorial or at
527-3151, ext. 533. Student phonothoners who have first hand
knowledge of phonothons can also
answere questions. They are: Lulu
Cass, Steve Norton, Miyuki Kaneko, Camille Guthrie, Anne Patterson, Lisa Phillips, Olive Cobb,
Justin Lilley, Steffanie Clothier,
Bill Eastburn, Andy Filler, Isa-

During the first week of September, Security reported a rash
of car break-ins around the North
Campus, High Rise, and Allen
Place parking lots. Although four
arrests have been made and the
break-in rate is declining, Michael
Schweighoffer, Trinity's head of
security, advises, "If you are concerned about your cars, buy an
alarm system as an inexpensive investment." Any valuables should
be out of sight in a car. "Leave
nothing visible, not even a
nickel."
The security alerts posted
around campus describe reported
incidents of crime around campus. For example, the security
alerts recently posted desribed a
breaking-and-entering
crime.
These alerts also explained how
the incident could have been prevented: securing the room before
turning in for the night. Hopefully, students reading the Security Alerts will become more aware
of simple methods of crime prevention.
Schweighoffer demands students not to "give out dorm combos to the Pizza man, for once
you do that, the whole world
knows it." He even suggested that
anyone who knows of this should
report it to Tina Dow in Residential Services or to the Security Office itself. Those who insist on
giving out combos should expect
disciplinary action as well as a
change of the combos involved.
Anyone not belonging in the
dorms cannot enter the dorm. "If
you are unsure, give us a call," he
says. To avoid a diplomatic problem, students wishing to have
guests should take precautions.
"Make sure guests know where
you live if you cannot wait for

Faculty Panel Helps
Children of Alumni
By Christine Quinn
Staff Writer
Last weekend Trinity hosted its
annual Alumni Children Weekend. The purpose of this weekend
is to provide alumni children with
a chance to familiarize themselves
with Trinity and its campus.
Included in the weekend's
events was the Faculty Panel on
Friday afternoon. Comprised of

Students Hold
The Phonothon
continued from page 3

by Stephen Baton
Staff Writer

belle Parsons, (Jinny Vogel, Fete
Worthing, Stacey Stamper, Chris
Robbins, Tim Connor, Jennifer
Samuels, William Bronson, and
David Vanthof.

Lindsey
Testifies
continued from page 1
in what he termed " a political and
economic crisis" because he felt
that "in the long run it would be
against U.S. interests to intervene."
Lindsey will give a lecture on
the economic crisis of the Philippines in the Faculty Club on October 10.

Dina Anselmi, John Gettier, and
Henry DePhillips, it attempted to
develop guidelines for choosing a
college. The faculty members
stressed that the most important
thing to consider in choosing a
college is the reason for going to
college. After this reason is deter :
mined, the panel emphasized that
the student must decide what he
wants out of college. Many of the
students said that they wanted a
small college where they could
have the chance to learn different
things and experiment, and,
therefore, they were strongly considering Trinity,
Along with choosing a college,
the panel spoke about the choices
that must be made once in college.
Professor Gettier said, "The biggest difference between high
school and college is the freedom.
But with it comes the responsibility to make choices on your own
and also make mistakes."
The choice with which most
students were concerned was picking a major, Many were worried
about the consequences of switching majors. The faculty assured
the students that at Trinity and
most other schools changing a
major was no problem. "You pick
a major at the end of sophomore
year and sign a paper, but you're
not stuck. Seniors can switch their
major second semester. You can
change at anytime," said DePhillips.
One alumni child said that the
panel was "a great benefit. The
faculty was helpful in duscussing
Trinity and college admissions in
general. Most importantly they
discussed the choices you have."

them, or at least warn them that
students will be wary of non-Trinity students. Let the guests know
that they may have to tell security
guards or others who they're going
to see and where those people live.
If this is prearranged, security
without uncomfortable confrontations is possible."
Security is here on campus to
assist and protect students, not to
act as a police force. Don't be
intimidated. If, on any given
weekend, a student is "under the
weather", Security is there to
help. On a dark night, Security is
more than happy to escort students who would otherwise have
unsafe, long walks.
One of last year's biggest controvercies was the installation of
the "1984" Security Cameras and
2-way microphones. One of these
cameras is located on top of the
pressbox over Jesse Field. It pans
over the lower walk, some of the
quad, the chapel lot, the soccer
field, and 90% of the football
field. The Chapel camera overlooks the Chapel lot, soccer field,
and the walkway to Vernon St.
Progress has reached Security as
well. "We expect two more cameras within the next six weeks. 1
can envision six to eight cameras
on campus within the next few
years." One of the new cameras
will be located on the west end of
Mather, panning Summit Street.
The other will be either over the
Jarvis parking lot or on the west
roof of Ferris. As for the powerful mikes, Schweighoffer insures
that they will be used only for the
periodic monitoring of sounds at
night. When camera observers see
a suspicious situation, they may
turn (lie sound reception higher.or
use the speaker to frighten away
the criminal. "We don't zoom In
on anyone with all the pedestrian
traffic, and we are not spying. The
camera watchers adhere to strict
instructions." In Schweighoffer's
opinion, "If they were used for
spying, it would defeat the purpose of having the cameras
there." Preventive protection is
not offensive.

' v°°^

Despite the advancements in
Security in his six years here, Mr.
Schweighoffer still has problems
that have been evident from the
first. One of these is the problem
of the first floor windows on the
Quad. Last year's stereo thefts increased awareness of this major
weakness. The Department of
Buildings and Grounds is trying
to work out a solution which is
aesthetically pleasing while also
increasing insulation and protection.
However, Schweighoffer's biggest pet peeve is the parking situation on campus. Although
personal crimes decreased 43%
last year, property crime rose
15%. This was caused by incidences of tire slashing on Vernon
Street. This year's main concern,
so far, is car theft. "The major
crime, car-breaking, is due to the
parking problem. The only solution is more parking area." There
are only 890 parking spaces on
campus to serve faculty, staff,
commuters, IDP students, and
students with housing. When the
"safe" lots are full, less safe areas
like Vernon Street are used.

The parking dillema has other
manifestations. Schweighoffer has
said that much of the tension between Security and the students is
created by the lack of student
parking spaces as well as the lack
of student identification on cars.
Parking perpendicular is acceptible on Summit Street, but parallel
parking is not. Five tickets means
towing. On weekends, when faculty parking spaces are available
and there are more visitors, guest
cars should have a courtesy pass.
"Ideally, there should be a
guarded pafklng garage to insure
student and faculty parking space
and safety."
As long as students are at Trinity, Mr. Michael Schweighoffer
worries. Students wouldn't be
vulnerable if they took the proper
precautions. Throughout the year,
the Security motto is "An ounce
of prevention..."
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World Outlook
Reagan Holding Large Lead in Recent Polls
by Christina M. Gonzalez
World Outlook Editor
The results of several major
pollsters were anounced last week
and what they revealed was not
good news for the Mondale-/Ferraro team.
In the recent Los Angeles
Times, Post/ABC News and
NewYork Times/CBS News polls
the President's lead was on average 30 percent, his share of the
vote was 56 percent. Given margins of error of plus or minus 4
percent, Mr. Reagan's showings

can easily be characterized as niiddle to high 50s.
Mr.Reagan, in his drive to get
morff than 50 percent of the vote,
is roughly 5 points better off than'
before the two parties' conventions,
Reagan is seen by the public as
"forceful," while the polls show
Mondale is seen as "cautious".
President Reagan is viewed as a
"strong leader". Mr. Mondale is
not.

The polls have revealed that religion is not the key to voter decision that it has been considered.
Even when Americans strongly
disagree with Reagan on particular issues, they tend to favor his
re-election.
For example, by a margin of 63
percent to 28 percent voters oppose a constitutional amendment
to ban all abortions. While Mr.
Reagan favors such a measure,
Mr. Mondale opposes it.
Despite this fact, half of those
who disagree with the President
on abortion say they plan to vote
for him, while only 38 percent of
them say they will vote for Mr.
Mondale.
Reagan also fared well on military and international matters,
and Mondale's efforts to portray
the President as a dangerous war
hawk have not taken root with the
public.
The Republican party seems to
have gained markedlly from the
President's personal popularity.
AH year, voters have been asked
which party they thought better
able to handle the nation's most
important problems.
Until now, the public has been
evenly split between the two parties. But these recent polls show
people now believe Republicans
can deal better with the problems
facing the nation.
This strongly indicates that
popularity is playing a large role
in the campaign. The leading
question now is - why is Ronald
Reagan so popular?
Members of Walter Mondale's
campaign have been left with no
choice but to concede that Reagan
holds an appeal for voters, "There
is an easy going, genial charm to
the man," said Peter Hart, Mondale's pollster.
"He's sitting on a soft base of
support that is holding there be-

Commentary
by Andrew Rougier-Chapman

The incredible growth of the
federal government, begun in
FDR's reign and the weakening of
parties after FDR's reign, left a
large power void.
'
Highly organized and wellfunded interest groups have since
come along to fill this power vacuum. •;/.• ' . " • . • • ' • '
In the past, political allegiances
were powerful. If a congressman's
party voted one way, so did he.
Pressure from the party bosses
and close political beliefs among
politicians of the same party were
reason's why this was true '
VVhile govenment grew, in response to the Great Depression
and three wars, the central power
of the two major parties faltered,
as did the parties themselves.
The parties like our whole society, became increasingly similar.
This was of course largely due to
the burgeoning mass media, especially television.
'
Representatives no longer had
party bosses to look to for support and direction, so special interest groups took the opportunity
to take over this role.
Unfortunately, representatives
now not only look towards these
lobbyists, they depend on them to
get elected. This makes a number
of our elected officials wary of
irritating whichever group is at the
moment the most powerful.
As a result our representatives
have passed into law too many

costly bills which in turn have resulted in our present deficits and
the general vacillation of national
policy.
But there is hope; the pendulum
is swinging the other way. The
parties are becoming increasingly
divided.as the National Review
pointed out in its latest in depth
study of Congressional voting.
This is happening despite the fact
that neither present presidential
candidate is actually too far left
or right.
In the house the average Democrat was more liberal than 2/3r"ds
of the other members last year,
while the average Republican was
more conservative than 4/5ths of
the total,
•
In addition, all of the most conservative Senators and House
members are Republicans and all
of the most liberal ones are Democrats.
'
"
The above when compared to
the previous studies reveals that
the individual members are progressively voting along party lines.
And the differnces between the
two parties are also present in regional, as well as federal, voting.
Hopefully, our fear of "smokefilled rooms" will prevent us from
the days when representative are
once again under the pressure of
party leaders. The lessons of our
recent past will lead us to continue
to diminish the now excessive
power of the interest groups.

cause he's an 'aw-shucks' nice-guy
who talks about family values,"
according to Bob Beckel, Democratic campaign manager.
It is obvious that to most voters
the President seems sincere. They
feel as though he is talking directly to them and that he associates with their values.
"He comes over as the John
Wayne patriot," says John Perkins, chief of the AFL-CIO polit-

ical operation backing Mondale.
"On the leadership issue he does
very well. On all others he fails."
Reagan's popularity is buttressed by the advantage the Republicans
have
generally.
Technically this Presidential contest should not be called a "race"
because that presumes that the
opponents are beginning from an
even start. This is certainly not the

case for Ronald Reagan, for he
has the advantage of incumbency,
no bruising primary battle and a
lot more money.
Reagan's "Teflon factor," his
ability to shed negative political
fallout, from such blunders as his
joke about bombing the Soviet
Union within five miniutes, is a
sources of wonder to numerous
politicians. Many Democrats and
continued on page 9
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by Christina M.Gonzalez
World Outlook Editor

the employers, th$ churches and
other institutions which have traditionally instilled values in the
Crime is a hot topic for candiyoung. Confusing the criminal
dates who are addressing voters in
justice system with other core inurban' areas these days. Many
people in large cities live in con- stitutions of society can only lead
to the failure to deal with the orstant fear of crime and they want
ganic causes of crime.
their elected officials to do someThe mission of the criminal justhing about this.
tice system is a narrow one. It
Thus candidates feel it is their
comes into play only after the
duty to bad-mouth the entire
damage already has been done by
criminal justice system in Amerthe occurrence of a crime.
ica. It is easy to point to problems
The measure of the justice sysin the criminal justice system.
tem's effectiveness is not the crime
"Talk is cheap,"as the saying
rate, which it cannot control, but
goes, and every day we can hear
the efficiency - and justice- of the
people giving their remedies for
system, within the parameters of
crime.
•. - .
the demands placed upon it.
Some people say ."Lock'em
The numbers show that the
up," others want more police on
ability of the police, the courts,
patrol; still others assert that we
and the correctional institutions to
can solve the crime problem by
changing society. These are an- deal with offenders has never been
more overtaxed. In this sense, the
swers based, on emotion rather
criminal justice system, in Amerthan on scientific examination of
ica, faces a crisis which requires
the problems.
all the intelligence and energy
What is difficult is to describe
which government officials and
how the criminal justice system
the people can muster.
works, to analyze why it operates
as it does, and to recommend imThe criminal justice system canprovements based on reality - all
not discharge its mission with
important goals.
practices that were developed
If we are serious about these when the numbers of offenses and
goals, however, we must organize cases were so much less.
our thinking so that we can propOf course, concern about the
erly evaluate research that has al- criminal justice system, and calls
ready been conducted on crime
for reform, are not new. Nor has
and the administration of justice.
the system stood still. ProsecuThe place to begin is with a can- tors, defense lawyers, police, cordid assessment of the function of
rections officials and others have
the criminal justice system. In
labored hard and often imaginatruth, we expect more of the sys- tively to keep the system from coltem than we have a right to, and, lapsing under the weight of
therefore, blame it for failures crushing caseloads.
that are attributable to other
But
the - rising
crime
forces.
rate,generated by forces beyond
Drugs, child abuse, the weak- the control of the justice system,
ening of the family structure, rac- has obscured .the progress that has
ism, the problems of the public been made, and made it imperative, that we chart new courses for
education system, alcohol abuse,
and lack of employment oppor- coping with the demands on our
tunities have more to do with criminal justice institutions.
crime rates than the efficiency of
The criminal justice system has
law enforcement agencies.
survived so many crises of explodThe police, the courts and cor- ing caseloads in the past that there
rectional institutions are not sur- is a tendency to take it for granted
rogates for the family, the schools, and assume it is indestructible. But

the challenge today ts different
from those of the past: a system
of dwindling resources.
The public must realize this
fundamental constraint. When the
citizenry exhorts politicians, the
police or the courts to put a stop
to crime, and to catch, try and
imprison offenders, let them understand that our criminal justice
system has been doing so more
efficiently than many other nations.
There will not be - and never
has been- a police officer on every
corner, an open trial time for
every offender, a prison bed for
every criminal who could under
the laws be sentences to prison.
In any city or town one may see
the goals of the criminal justice
system being actively pursued: a
police officer speaking to local
children, a patrol car quietly moving through a darkened street, an
arrest outside a neighborhood bar.
While these images are examples of the broadly stated goals of
the criminal justice system, they
also point to nuances of meaning
in the definition of these goals that
require examination.
For example, it can be argued
that prevention and control so
overlap that they cannot be described as truly separate functions. The arrest outside the bar
not only controlled the behavior
but may have prevented future violations by the offender and had
similar influence on bystanders.
In addition, questions may be
raised about the boundries of the
criminal justice system. To what
extent are criminal justice agencies responsible for pursuing the
system's goals? If we believe that
poverty causes crime, are the police and courts charged with curing poverty as a means of crime
prevention? How do the stated
goals of prevention and control
shape the daily operations of the
criminal justice system?
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World Outlook
Focus On Ferraro
by Bridget McCormack

Caribbean: Tax Haven or Tax Break?
by Fitzroy Nation
KINGSTON.Jamaica, (IPS) Eight months after the United
States introduced a much wanted
economic development plan for
friendly Caribbean basin nations,
several eligible territories appear
unable to reap the full benefits.
The Caribbean Basin Economic
Recovery Act, commonly called
the Caribbean Basin Initiative
(CBI),provides incentive to encourage U.S. investors to favor
..the Caribbean,
But to qulaify, beneficiary nations are required to open up their
banking records to the U.S. Internal Revenue Service.
For that reason the CBI has received a thumbs-down response
from some regional states. Others, though designated beneficiaries, have made it clear they will
not comply with Washington's
demand for exchange of financial
information.
One of the Reagan Administration's main concerns is that Caribbean tax havens are being used
to launder billions of dollars in
illegal funds earned from drug
trafficking.
"The convention deductions
offered under the initiative are
unfortunately not enough to bal-

ance against what the United
States is demanding," says the
Prime Minister of Barbados, John
"Tom" Adams.
Barbados, St. Vincent and the
Grenadines, Antigua-Barbuda and
Montserrat have resisted the muscle of the Treasury Dept. in preliminary negotiations on the
exchange pact, according to officials here.
These eastern Caribbean territories maintain that they will not
harm their status as offshore financial centers by allowing the
IRS to pry into their confidential
banking information.

Barbados, St.Vincent and the
Grenadines and Montserrat are
established offshore banking centers, Antigue-Barbuda has taken;
the first step towards attracting
foreign financial institutions seeking tax breaks.
•
The CBI, which came into effect Jan. 1, 1984, permits U.S.
taxpayers to deduct expenses incurred attending conventions in
Caribbean nations designated as
CBI beneficiaries.
Further, U.S. firms which set
up foreign sales corporations in
these countries are granted favor-

able tax breaks. But the tax incentives are only applicable to those
CBI countries which have information exchange pacts with the
United States.
In a speech to the annual meeting
of fhe American Bar Association
in Chi&ago, Adams said the impasse over the financial information exchange agreement could
cause a serious crisis in U.S.-Caribbean relations.
Adams noted that already legislators in the United States were
threatening to cut off trade preferences if the Caribbean did not
agree to exchange information "in
a manner unknown to our laws
and alien in some cases to our
constitutions."
Such action could only "serve
to alienate U.S. friends in the
Caribbean," said Adams.
On July 24, the Treasury Dept,
released a prototype of the kind
of pact the agency will seek during
further meetings in the eastern
Caribbean later this year.
But there is little prospect that
agreement will be reached unless
Washington changes its approach.
According to a senior Barbados
government official, "We do not
see why we chould give them powers which they do not have in their
own country."

"This is an exciting choice."
Walter Mondale beamed as he announced to the public his choice
of vice-presidential candidate
Geraldine Anne Ferraro, fortyeight year old mother and housewife from Queens. It was the First
time a woman had ever been nominated by a major political party
to run for the vice-presidency. It
certainly will not be the last.
It was a bold choice. Ms. Ferraro is a woman, she is an ItalianAmerican, and she is Roman
Catholic. With the help of a very
supportive family, Ms. Ferraro
has gone through college on a full
scholarship, taught school, practiced law, raised a family, and sat
in Congress for three terms. Her
husband, John Zaccaro, is a
wealthy developer. They have
three children- Donna, twentytwo, John Jr., twenty, and Laura
who is eighteen. Ms. Ferraro
comes from what she refers to as
the "Archie Bunker district" of
Queens.
It was a gutsy choice. Many
had expected Mondale to choose,
as
his
"second-hand
man,"someone more conservative
than himself in order to appeal to
a wider spectrum of people. With
her strong ethnic background Ms.
Ferraro is pro-minorities.
She is a feminist and acts on her
feminism without being, strident.
Although she wouldn't have an
abortion herself, she is pro-choice
on the issue. She is active in the
campaign for nuclear freeze and
disarmament. Her social and foreign policies are also liberal. It
would have been hard for Mr.
Mondale to find someone less
conservative the Geraldine Ferraro.
-••.•':•
Probably Ms. Ferraro's most
notable characteristic is her spunk.
She has incredible grit and unending drive. She is vibrant when she
speaks and she has an uncanny
talent for turning adversity to advantage. She handles the press
without a problem,and even with-

wit. Shorly after Mr. Mondale had
announced his choice, Ms. Ferraro was asked "Do you really
think you can get the womens
vote?". And she quickly replied
"Archie didn't elect me (to Congress)- Edith did."
Unfortunately, throughout the
Democratic campaign, a lot of the
attention around Geraldine Ferraro has centered on Her husbands
financial dealings. John Zaccaro
has made a million in real estate
and his integrity has been questioned in doing so.
Both Ms. Ferraro and her husband had mistakes in their tax returns which they have since paid
back. Ms. Ferraro has been
cleared of all she .was accused.
Whether his mistakes were intentional or not, John Zaccaro is not
running for vice-president and
therefore he should not be the issue either way. Nevertheless most
of the attention surrounding his
wife seems to be directed towards
this issue.
The reactions towards the first
woman vice-presidential nominee
are varied. Many are threatened,
not only conservative men but all
different kinds of people. A
woman called a Boston radio show
recently discussing Ms, Ferraro
and she demanded to know
"where Ms. Ferraro gets off running for vice-president of the
United States of America? What
happens if Mr. Mondale wins and
then he dies and she is left to run
the country1? A •woman can not
run the country because she is too
moody and unpredictable."
But I think that'most people are
excited. American history had
been changed forever. Theice is
broken for women and it will Stay
that way indefinitely.
• My ten year old brother has always thought that one day I would
be president of the United States
and he would be my vice-president. He is thrilled about the
doors Mrs. Ferraro has left open
for us all because now we can now we all can.
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Reagan Way Ahead In The Polls
dale's position than to Reagan's:
"the budget deficit, military
spending, the environment, foreign trade and concern for the
he was not politically hurt by that
needy." They are hoping that
and other remarks.
given time public knowledge of
Reagan may still be vulnerable
. these issues will increase and with
Another point that provides a
to Mondale's challenge to specify
it Mondales standing in the polls.
glimmer of hope for the Demohow he would raise taxes after the
A crucial factor to the Mondaie
crats is that Ronald Reagan's naelection. 70 percent of the Amercampaign
will undoubtedly be the
tional lead overstates his much
ican people believe the President
first Mondale-Reagan debate, to
smaller margins in a great many
is going to raise taxes. Asked who
be helld on October?.
would be, fairer, more say Mon- states with much more than the
Yet the primary question for
electoral
votes
needed
to
win
the
dale-Ferraro than Reagan-Bush.
Mr. Mondale remains: can he
elction.
So where does all this leave
lower the Reagan percentage beWalter Mondale.
low the 50 percent level?
The issues that may shift voter's
Republican
inclinations
include
One of the keys to Mondales
Presenting views of what the
foreign policy generally, and arms
chances wilt be breaking through
Democrats
must concetrate on in
control
in
particular.
Not
surpristhis leadership issu.e. The polls
no way lessens the severity of their
ingly, Mondale was focusing on
have indicated that Reagans popdilemma. The polls do not have
these topics on the campaign trail
ularity is far greater than his job
to be predictions to constitute bad
last
week.
.
performance.
news for, Walter Mondale.. The
polls state clearly that circumstanMondale
advisers
cite
the
folWhile most other statistics do
ces must change for Mondale to
appear to be rather dismal for the lowing issues as ones oil which
have a chance at this point.
voters
are
much
closer
to
.MonDemocratic candidate, Mondale

continued from page 8
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can expect his percentage to rise if
he concentrates on winning over
the undecided voters who have
been looking for an excuse to vote
against Ronald Reagan.

by Berke Breathed
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The

TRMITY TRIPOD
EDITORIAL

Tripod Changes to Play
Greater Role at Trinity

Letters
Toward a Hartford Community
Dear Students,
" Thank you for showing an interest in volunteering your time
with Hartford residents. We can
have an enjoyable time working
together if you choose to join
members of the Community Outreach Program and me at particular service events. These events
will be advertised through a newsletter which will be circulated
starting in October.
Aside from participating in
group volunteer projects, we need
students who are willing to serve
as organizers. Students in such
leadership roles are asked to recruit volunteers from among their

As you may have noticed The Tripod has made some
changes in the past few weeks. We feel that these changes
have improved us as a newspaper and a College voice, and
we will be making further adjustments and additions in the
coming weeks. This cannot be done, however, without the
support of. the college community.
One of the most important aspects upon which the new
editorial staff has been working Is improvement in the
paper's writing style. A coilege newspaper should exhibit •
some of the best writing the students have to offer, and
with continued work we believe this goal can be reached.
With the publication of two new College newspapers
last year The Tripod discovered the students' desire to have
a forum for their opinions. We have tried to meet this need
with an increased number of student commentaries. To
Stephen Gellman's Tuesday Afternoon, Martin BMsThe
Spectator and the Tripod Editorial have now been added the
weekly columns In The News by Christina Gonzalez and
Open Windows,by Kathryn Gallant. In addition, Stephen
Gellman now writes a bi-weekly political commentary, and
The Tripod hopes to begin a weekly guest commentary
To the Editor:
section.
A recent writer to the Tripod,
Besides increasing the number of opinion-oriented arti"Name Withheld Upon Recles, we are concurrentfy expanding the number of regular
quest," urged the College to hire
features In the paper. As the number of student reporters
an advisor for WASP affairs. Algrows, hopefully supported by a new-found faculty interthough J myself am not a WASP
est, The Tripod will be able to move into new areas and
but
a WCP (white, celtic, protesincrease its influence on campus.
tant), I do have many friends who
The area in which The Tripod plans to play a major role
is in the Student Government Association. For too long
students have been in the dark about its activities, but we
hope to change that. By having reporters at each meeting,
along with the meetings of the major committees, The
Tripod will keep students abreast of the actions of their
To the'Student Body:
elected officials, and, at the same time, give these officials
added incentive to work harder since more people will be
I am currently incarcerated at
watchingthe results;
Greenhav.en Correctional Facility,
We at The Tripod have the responsibility of publishing a
Stormville, N.Y. My name is Troy
quality newspaper each week, something which cannot be
M. Tenace, and l a m a white male,
done without a great deal of work. With your help we can
22 years old, 5*9" tall, 160 lbs.,
better achieve this goal. We need writers, reporters, phowith light brown hair. I enjoy
tographers and copy editors, and, most of all, we need
snow skiing, swimming, boxing,
your opinions. Tell us what you would like to see in your
martial arts, and outdoor life. I
newspaper and how you think it can be improved. We are
also love being with children and
working to make this a better paper, for a better Tripod is
sincere people.
a better Trinity.
Basically, I grew up in the
streets and acquired a bitter attitude toward life. Over the past 5
years, my environment has been
even more venomous. But, during
this time, I have learned a lot
about myself and life.
One of the problems with being
Editor
in prison for so long is a man
A. Royce Dalby
cannot show emotion to many
Managing Editor
things, for he is considered "soft"
Kathryn Gallant
if he does. I have always wanted
to be nice and help people, but
my environment forbids this.
During my stay in prison I have
Carol
vowed to educate myself, and I
have done so in many ways. One
World Outloph&ditor
of. them is coming in with an 8th
Mid
Christin&M? &hma\cz
t, Copy Editors
grade education, and working my
Andrew Waxier
way up to the college level.
Aist. Sports Editor
William Ditwiler
Julia Mclaughlin
Maria Pedcmonti

friends, organize activities at their
service sights, and be the liaisons
between the Community Outreach
Program and the service sites.
These organizers can help increase
the amount of community service
opportunities offered to students.
Such opportunities provide students with educational experiences, an increase in personal
awareness of social problems, exposure to diverse groups of people, a deeper appreciation of one's
talents, and a sense of personal
accomplishment.
I have a list of possible volunteer sites at which you can organize a group volunteer project. I

Comments About

4 W ditors

Contributing Editors
i:ii/abcth Sobkov
Martin Bilil

John Shiftman
^ J
John kail

Announcement L'di'oi
Helen WechMer

Business Manager
Vander H-. Corliss
Transmission Manager
Kimberly A. Ford

4d\eni\ini; \\qnager
LJaulc Stdiupul

Circulation Manager
Wendy Slielton

THE TRINITY TRIPOD is written, edited and published entirely
by the students of Trinity College. The deadline for advertisements is
Friday, 5 p.m. preceding Tuesday's TRIPOD; Announcements and
Letters to the Editor must be submitted by Friday, 5 p.m., and all
other material must be in by Saturday at noon.
THE TRIPOD office is located in the basement of Jackson Hall.
Office hours are held on Saturday, 12-6 p.m., Sunday, 12-10 p.m.
and Monday, 8-9 p.m.. Telephone: 246-1829. Mailing address: Box
1310, Trinity College, Hartford, CT 06106.

Monday 9:00 — 11:00 a.m.
Tues. & Thurs. 11:30 — 1:30 a.m.
Wed. &Fri. 1:30 —3:30 p.m.
Please stop by if you need further information about our project. Together we can help build
Community.
Sincerely,
John G. Bonelli '85
Coordinator of Volunteer Services
527-3151, ext. 367
Box 3024

Advisors

are. Were my knowledge of
WASPs limited to the views of
NWUR, I would certainly agree
with that writer on the need for a
WASP advisor, whose first responsibility would be to advise
WASPs such as NWUR to get the
facts before rushing into print.
Ms.Andrea Kiener, Hillel Ad-

Inmate Seeks a Pen Pal

TRINITY TRIPOD

am usually in the Student Activities Office during the following
hours:

In September of 1985 1 will become eligible for parole, and I am
seeking correspondence with people to help keep the "soft-side"
of me alive. Hopefully, I will be
able to share my experiences with
others so they may avoid this misery, and possibly even to become
an inspiration to some people.
Upon release 1 plan to continue
my college education and correspondence with students and/or
teachers. This is most welcome
because it is they who can best
familiarize me with college life on
the outside.
In order to alleviate this feeling
of emptiness, I am asking you to
publish this letter so I may reach
the sincere and open-minded individuals I know are out there.
Thank you so much for your
time and consideration, and may
all your dreams remain within
reach.
Sincerely,
Troy M. Tenace
79B2076
, Drawer B
Stormville, NY 12582

visor, is associated with the Chaplain's office and not through the
Dean of Students. Moreover, she
is at Trinity through the generosity of the Jewish Community Center and is not an employee of the
College. Her presence and services
are, therefore, a gift to the College.
On the other hand, perhaps
NWUR might be better advised to
get to know Ms. Kiener
Alan Tull

To the Editor
In response to last week's letter
calling for. a WASP advisor: The
suggestion, even in jest, that the
college is neglecting to attend to
the needs of its WASP students
reflects precisely the kind of insensitivity which makes it important to provide extra support for
Trinity's non-majority students.
The letter also implies that their
needs can and should be met by
one individual. Furthermore, the
letter makes the incorrect asssumption that we in the Dean of
Students Office see only those students whose background reflect
our own. Collectively, we had over
4,000 scheduled appointments last
year, and attempt to meet the
needs of all Trinity students.

Paula Chu-Richardson
Joseph Tolliver
David Winer
Dean of Students Office

DKE is Open Fraternity
Speaking Out Against Those Who
Speak Out About Single-Sex Fraternities To The Editor:
While it is laudable that there
are those people at Trinity with
the foresight and the courage to
speak out against single-sex Greek
Organizations, it occurs to me that
these young crusaders must first
be sure that they indeed possess
the correct facts on the issue. To
have less jeopardizes the impact
which a well-meaning statement
might have.
Specifically, I am addressing
Timothy Ray's letter to the editor
published in The Tripod on September 18, 1984. In it he states:

"As far as I can see the only
progress made by the Hall agreeing to admit women is now two
social clubs may choose either men
or women on the campus, but no
fraternity has yet given any student the opportunity to join its
club based on the student's wish
to do so."
Mr. Ray, this just isn't so. The
other "social club" which you implicitly refer to, DKE, allows anyone who wishes to join our
organization to do just that — no
strings attached. As stated in the
newly required Trinity College
Fraternity And Sorority information packet:
"All potential members of 98

Vernon Street must be living,
breathing Trinityites (at least
sophomores) who have expressed
an interest to a current member."
I do not know where you found
your information, or even if you
did actually look, but this entry
should put this matter to rest.
While the message of the letter
is clear and is definitely worthwhile, it would certainly help the
issue reach its ultimate destiny
sooner if the facts presented on it
were straight. Any less diminishes
the success of what is otherwise a
noble effort.
Tony Schwartz
AX of DKE
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Comm en tary
Open Windows
by Kathryn Gallant
Managing Editor
In recent weeks there has been a wave of rapes and
sexual assaults around the Trinity campus. Although
no assaults have actually occurred on campus, they
have happened close enough to the College to give
Trinity students reason for "grave concern," according to Director of Security Michael Schweighoffer.
Schweighoffer also said that there is good reason
to believe that the same two people are involved in a
number of the assaults. He stresses the point that
they are still at large.
Two men fitting the description of the assailants
were recently caught climbing in through an open
window in Doonesbury and were scared off only by
the presence of a man in the room.
Security at Trinity has never been a joke, but it's
even less so now. Although Schweighoffer does not
want to promote mass paranoia, he encourages students to take every precaution to keep themselves
safe.
Safety is easily achieved. It involves locking doors,
closing windows, and not walking alone at night. It

involves dialing 527-3151 after dark to get a security
escort. If friends don't let friends drive drunk, neither
do they let them walk from Vernon to Crescent Street
at 2:30 a.m. alone.
Men also need to be cautious. A man taken by
surprise by an assailant is as vulnerable as a women
in the same situation. Men should feel free to take
advantage of the security escort system and should
take all of the same precautions that women students
should take.
Being cautious also involves simple awareness. It's
easy to forget that Trinity is in an urban setting.
There's a city outside of those gates, folks, and being
aware of it and familiar with it are good idea*. People
from the city are bound to come onto the campus,
and knowing that they're around is simple common
sense. This does not mean, however, that one should
assume that everyone one sees who isn't a Trinity
student is a rapist, or not a nice or interesting person.
If you think that you cannot be assaulted, you're
stupid. Granted, the chances of it happening are
slight, but not taking the simplest of precautions
greatly increases the likelihood of your being attacked.

Moderate Indulgence
Promoted by TAAP

The Spectator
This commentary is the second
part of Martin's tale of his summer experiences with the telephone company. Last week he
struggled with finding a working
phone, bat this time he is saddled
with a more universal problem —that of paying the bill.
Due to economic circumstances, I was a little short of the leafy
green at the end of last year. So I
decided to let my phone bill wait,
confident that AT&T could turn
a profit without me. I'd just pay
it later. Later came sooner than I
-had anticipated. My Jones Pitts
year-end phone bill came rolling
into my life just as service was
being installed in Anadama. And
boy, was it a whopper. So I did
what any normal red-blooded
American does when presented
with a situation he (or she) is
frightened by.
I ignored it.
But I started getting really nasty
notes from AT&T. Well, they
weren't so bad at first. Little messages on my phone bill saying,

"Did you forget?" These were
followed by sympethetic letters
offering to arrange some sort of
payment plan. Touched by their
thoughtfulness, I decided to send
them a check. I sent them a check
for sixty dollars, because that was
what I thought my last bill had
been; As usual, I remembered
wrong.
I got another letter, slightly less
sympathetic, informing me that if
I didn't respond soon, they would
send my account to their collection department. But I wasn't
concerned. I'd just sent them a
sixty dollar check, remember?
Then they brought out the big
guns. A week later I got a letter
from a Mr. Lurch. He signed his
name with an " x " . And it was an
" x " of blood. The letter was very
concise. It said, "Pay us now, or
I will rip out your heart and feed
it to the Oakland Raiders."
I became concerned.
So I called them. (The phone
•company, not the Oakland Raiders.) I told them I'd just sent them
a check for sixty dollars. I told

them that as fond as I was of the
Oakland Raiders, I'd just as soon
they found something else to eat.
The phone company punched
all of this into their computer, and
came up with the result that they
had no record of my check, and
that I owed them about a hundred
dollars. After some finagling, we
decided that I really only owed
them about thirty bucks. So I decided to put an end to this once
and for all. I put a stop payment
order on my old check, wrote
them a new check for the total
amount, toyed with the idea of
sending along some raw meat for
Mr. Lurch, and mailed it off that
very afternoon.
Even though I paid my bank a
small fee to stop payment on my
first check, they never did. The
phone company cashed it and put
it towards my phone bill in Anadama. What this did to the balance of my checkbook is
delightful. Checks were bouncing
so fast I thought I was living in a
basketball factory.
Meanwhile, a friend of mine

Thanks From Norton and Coffin
To the Student Body:
I extend my sincere thanks for
allowing me to realize a long held
goal. My special thanks to Ron
Pruett,, Chris Hogan, Paul Newman, and Tim Conner. They energized the campaign and
compelled Lee and I to work hard
in developing a greater understanding of student opinion and
campus issues. But the campaign
was only part of the challenge.
Now we must make good on all
the pledges made.
You can be sure that the SGA
will be improved this year. Your
voices will be heard and your involvement will be facilitated. Furthermore, Lee and I are
committed to working closely with
the Administration and Faculty to
ensure that proposed changes
properly reflect student opinion.
I am invigorated by this challenge, though. It will be a labor
of love and I approach it with a
deep sense of community generated by the personal contact en-^
joyed with many of you during
the campaign. I pledge my most
dilligent efforts.
Steve Norton

To The Trinity Student Body:
Few moments in my life have
been as humbling and thrilling as
the one I experienced Thursday
night upon my election as SGA
Vice President. While any candidate for office must hold some
degree of confidence about victory, your overwhelming support
•and confidence in me was more
than I could have ever imagined.
Believe me, it's a very exciting and
moving experience to be elected
by your peers, and I thank you
for allowing me the honor of
doing something I truly believe in:
putting the student back in student government.
I stand by my committment to
open, continuous contact and
communication throughout my
term as well as my pledge to make
student concerns and opinions a.:
respected and valuable asset in
College affairs, Positive initiative
and a dedication of purpose can
be had in the SGA and will be the
measure of our success.
— To Steve Norton, for asking
me to be his running-mate and for
the confidence he's had in me.
— To Chris Hogan, my vice-

presidential opponent, for waging
a fair, honest, and respectable
campaign and for not letting politics interfere with friendship.
— To Mike Duffy, Susan
Clark, Lauren Hargraves, Chris
Doyle, John Molner, and the
many others for their continuous
reassurances, advice, and friendship.
— To Vickie Cox and Kathy
Wallert, who unselfishly gave of
their time and energy in assisting
in the less glamorous, yet vitally
important, aspects of the campaign.
— To The Tripod, for providing me with a forum to share my
ideas.
— And finally, to those who
exercised their right to vote.
Regardless of your personal
choice, your participation and
high turnout signifies a belief in
the SGA and its value on campus,
as well as revealing that Trinity
isn't quite as apathetic as our detractors would have us believe.
Thanks again.
Sincerely,
Lee Coffin '85
SGA Vice President

Keep in mind that drinking
should not be the primary focus
of any activity.
Provide food when alcohol is
served.
Provide equally attractive and
accessible non-alcoholic drinks.
Measure when mixing drinks
and do not urge that glasses be
continually full.
Use alcohol carefully in connection with other drugs.
Have non-carbonated mixers
available at the bar, and a noncarbonated base to alcoholic
punch. Alcohol is absorbed much
faster when combined with a carbonated mixer.
Recognize that drunkenness is
neither healthy, funny nor safe. It

is no more "manly" to overdrink
than it is to overeat — in fact,
those who drink a lot with less
effect are likely to have built up a
tolerance (danger sign of dependence) to alcohol.
Encourage activities other than
drinking: games, music, talking,
eating.
Allow yourselves to say no, and
let others do the same.
Be ready to take care of those
who drink too much. Assume responsibility for the health and
safety of guests — provide transportation or overnight accommodations.
Recognize that alcoholic beverages do not ned to be served at
every social occasion.
Remember that a really good
party focuses on good converstaion, good music, and good
company. As hosts, we can set the
atmosphere so that all these are
the main attraction.
For more information, or to
find ont about joining TAAP,
contact Leslie Cohn, Box 1028, or
Paula Chu-Richardson, . Ass't
Dean of Students.

gave my phone number put to her
temp agency, so I could take mes-,
sages for her. This meant that on
my days off, after working a ten
or eleven hour day, I would be
awoken at 9:00 a.m. by a secretary in search of other secretaries.
This also meant that I was fortunate enough to climb up three
flights of stairs in order to leave
messages on her door. Later, she
moved to West Hartford, didn't
tell me, or the temp agency, or the
EST group she was thinking of
joining, or the restaurant she was
working at, which left me to post
all these messages on the door of
an empty room. Pretty nice, huh?
Also, a pizza parlor in town
(open 24 hours a day, of course)
had a phone number very similar
to mine. I can't tell you the number of times I was awakened in
the middle of the night by someone who wanted a pepperoni and
anchovi to go with a liter of coke.
I hope they're all still waiting.
But these are all minor complaints' in comparison with the final one. Believe it or not, I
couldn't get rid of my phone. This
may seem like a strange thing for
me to get upset about, especially,
after expending so much energy in
getting one. But when I moved
from Anadama to Northam, I expected to have a working phone
in my new room. This, unfortunately, was not to be.
This time, however, I' had the
sense to call the phone company
from school, instead of going all
the way down there. You see, I
moved into Northam on August
20th, a full ten days before even
the freshrrien got here, and, although I assumed that the phone
company would show up on campus around September 1, I
thought it would be nice to have
a phone before that. So I called
the phone company.
I told them that I needed to have
the service shut off in Anadama
and turned on in Northam. The
voice on the'other end of the
phone said " n o . " I asked why
not. The voice said that the forms
for Trinity College were being reorganized and that I would have
to wait until the 30th. I told the
voice that that didn't make any

sense. I told the voice that for
AT&T to think that I thought they
still used "forms" and that everything over there wasn't computerized, and that I knew that all
they had to do to give me a working phone was to push some stupid button on some crummy
computer and.... The voice interupted me. The voice said that I
could have service on the 30th. I
told the voice that that was ten
days away. The voice said that it
was aware of that, f asked the
voice what I was supposed to do
in the meantime. The voice said
that that wasn't the voice's problem. I told the voice that Cliff
Robertson and Andy Griffith
weren't going to be too pleased.
The voice hung up on me.
So I spent the next ten days informing my friends, my job and
my internship that they had to
leave messages for me at the front
desk at Mather. I was forced to
make all of my calls from the pay
phones in Mather, amidst the suspicious Jeers of the summer construction crew. And you know
how well I get along with construction workers.
Finally, miraculously, amazingly, wonderfully, August 30
came and I was allowed to stand
in line down in the Life Sciences
building with all of the incoming
freshmen. Yeah.
Not that I have anything against
freshmen. The only real problem
was .that,, well, all the freshmen
parents were there and they insisted on having everything, every
option and every device explained
to them in detail. And you know
AT&T, they've got more kinds of
options and gimmicks these days
than Heinz has pickles. By the
time I got to the desk to talk to
the lady in charge, I was feeling
faint from missing so many meals.
But, I had made it. So I pleaded
the case, told them I already had
a phone, that it was a push button, and signed all the forms. The
lady said'that I would have phone
service by the end of the day.
But what do you think happened?
Well, let me put it this way: If
you need to call me, your best bet
is smoke signals.,.

Trinity Alcohol Awareness
Program (TAAP) wants to ensure
that we celebrate together responsibly. Enjoy yourselves, and if you
do choose to drink responsibly,
alcohol can be something to enhance your social relationships
rather than impairing or destroying them. Here are some ways to
avoid overindulgence:
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Arts / Entertainment
Poetry Center Lists Events
by Patrick Henry
Staff Writer
Appreciation of contemporary
poetry outside of academic studies
is a vital concern here at Trinity.
Enthusiasm, initiative, and organization for this comes mainly
from two people, Milli Silvestri
and Hugh Ogden. Milli Silvestri,
Executive Coordinator of the Poetry Center, and Hugh Ogden,
Associate Professor of English
and practicing poet, promote extra-curricular poetry activity by
making available information on
national literary competitions and
poetry reading tours that are open
to students. In addition, the Poetry Center as an organization is
responsible for poetry-related
events on campus such as student
readings, poets-in residence, and
readings and lectures from noted
poets.
The schedule for the Poetry
Center this year is threefold. They
plan to have meetings approximately once a month at the English House open to all students to
discuss upcoming events, and even
to do some informal reading. Any
interested students are welcome to
come to .the English House
Wednesday September 26 at 4 pm
for the next of these meetings.
In addition, the Center is sponsoring readings by recognized
poets. The first of these visits will
be in mid-November by an as yet
unnamed poet. Others will follow
during the spring semester.
But the major activity of the
Center this year will be the coming
of the Poet-in-Residence this
spring. Every year, a noted poet
comes to Trinity for a ten-day period. While here, the poet gives
two public readings, conducts two
master classes in literary writing
for Trinity students and four twohour workshops for Hartford
Public High School students. In
recent years Trinity has in this way
received some very fine poets including Louis Simpson and Cynthia MacDonald. This year we will

Town-Gown
Begins Soon

welcome Marvin Bell.
New poetry is notoriously neglected in most Western societies.
While Shakespeare, Homer, and
Whitman are revered and studied
faithfully, few people consider
that this oldest of literary forms is
practiced today with any important effect. But poetry has a
strangely infectious, semi-musical, ritualistic intensity and a verbal succinctness unequalled .in
other literary genres. These qualities are present today in the quiet
yet deep voices of the most
thoughtful and skillful of living
poets. The program at Trinity is
born but of a determination that
these voices shall be heard by
young students.
News of 'further poetry events
will appear on this page in future
editions.

Last year's Poet-in-Residence was Cynthia McDonald, seen here in a workshop for high
school students.

Trinity Grads Give Performance
United Vtfay
of the Capital Area

Thanks to you it works
. . . for ail of us

by Jerry Moshell
Professor of Music
Three recent Trinity graduates,
now professionals in New York
City, will return to the Austin Arts
Center on Saturday night to per-

form an evening of Broadway and
operatic song.
Soprano Anne Fairbanks '79
and tenor Douglas Thorn '78, with
pianist Lenora Eggers Thorn '80,
will present selections from musicals by Bernstein, Porter, Rodg-

What's Happening at Austin
Dance

present a program of duets and
The conference will bring edusolos from Musical Comedy, Opcators, performers, and researcheretta, and Opera. Included will
ers from both dance and theater
Friday and Saturday, October 12
be excerpts from West Side Story
to explore the interrelationships
and 13, 8 p.m.
and Pirates of Penzance, as well
between these two performance
PARTNERS:
MARTYNUK/
as selections from 20th Century
genres. Papers and panels include
MCADAMS DANCE
American Operas.
topics such as "Dance in other
An evening of modern dances
Genres," "Fusion Theater-Blendincluding a premiere commising East and West," and "The Sunday, October 7, Hamlin Hall,
sioned by thje Mellon Foundation
3 p.m., admission $6.00.
Dancer on Broadway."
Also
and "Unreasoning,"
their reTHE TRINITY CHAMBER
highlighted will be workshops and
cently choreographed dance preperformances throughout the city.
PLAYERS
miered at the New Music A merica
The inaugural program in a five
Festival. Original music for the
concert season featuring Julie
dances is composed by Andre GriCharland, cello; Linda Laurant,
bou, Sarah Meeneely-Kyder, Jeff
Saturday, September 29, 8:15 piano; Cynthia Treggor, violin.
Thomas, and Helen Thorington.
Special guest artists will be joining
p.m.
the trio for each performance.
DUETS AND SOLOS
This program will include: BeeTrinity graduates Anne FairOctober 12-15
thoven: Piano Trio, Opus 70, No.
banks, soprano; Douglas Thorn,
CONGRESS ON RESEARCH IN
1, THE GHOST, Ravel: CHANtenor; and Lenora Eggers Thorn, '
DANCE, DANCE AND THEASON MADECASSES, and Poulpianist. This trio of young profesenc: Sextet for piano and winds.
TRE: BRIDGING THE GAP
sionals from New York City will

Music

ers, ana sondheim, and operas by
Gounod, Puccini, Sullivan, and
Verdi.
While at Trinity, Anne Doug,
and Lenora were active in musical
theater productions, in the Concert Choir, and in the Pipes. As
professionals, Anne has performed the roles of Laurey in
Oklahoma and Mabel in The Pirates of Penzance; Doug has recently returned from a national
tour of Verdi's La Traviata and
was featured in Brigadoon at the
Coachlight Dinner Theater; and
Lenora has conducted performances of Handel's Israel In Egypt
and Bernstein's Wonderful Town.
Doug and Anne presented a
joint concert at Trinity in 1979,
and, returning for the first time
since then, will end Saturday's
program with what was then their
specialty item: the "Tonight" duet
from West Side Story, which Professor Moshell of the Music Department guarantees will sound
better than on the Original Cast
Album.
The 8:15 p.m. concert (free with
performance pass) will be followed by a reception featuring
wirie, fruit juice, brie, and equally
attractive alternative cheeses.

"A Lively Arts Excursion" will
NOWbe the topic of this fall's Trinity
College Town-Gown Lecture Se. ries.
The annual series, presented by •0••««••••«•••••••«»•»«««»««•«
members of the Trinity faculty,
will be held on four successive
On October 16, Dr. Joan HedTuesdays, beginning October - 2 rick, visiting associate professor
and ending October 23, at twelve
of history and director of womnoon. The presentations October
en's studies at Trinity, will speak
2,9, and 23 will be held in the on "Harriet Beecher Stowe and
Goodwin Theater of the Austin
the Politics of Housework." HedArts Center; the lecture on Oc- rick will discuss the personal extover 16 will be held in the Catheperience of Stowe, mother of
dral Lounge on the second floor
seven children and the author of
of Mather Campus Center.
forty volumes of literature, and
On October 2, pianist Linda
how her experience as a nineLaurent of the Trinity music facteenth century woman shaped her
ulty will be joined by chamber
literary vision.
music players Julie Charland and
The final lecture on October 23
Cynthia Treggor for a performwill be given by Dr. Alden Gorance entitled "A Little Noon Mudon, assistant professor of fine
sic." Featured works willbe by
arts, and is entitled, "Art in Paris
Beethoven and Ravel.
and Paris as Art." Gordon will
On October 9, Nusha Martynuk
give an illustrated tour of one of
and Carter McAdams will give a
the world's most magnificent citlecture-demonstration on the
ies.
" .: • • • • ' . .
process of creating a dance. The
Each of the four presentations
dancers will perform selected paswill be followed by a light lunchsages from a recent work, " A
eon. Subscriptions to the series are
Trade for Shelter." The program
$25, Individual tickets will be
is called, "From Concept to Peravailable at the door for $7.50
formance: 'A Trade for Shelter'."
There's still time to observe the sculpture exhibit by Artist-in-Residence Bill IJurk in Widener Gallery.
each.

WRTC
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HardcoreScene WaxinWorse...
by Keith Waehrer
Staff Writer
The Hartford hardcore scene is
a very strange thing. As far as I
am concerned, it is hardcore at its
worst.
At the root of all its problems
is the fact that there is virtually
nowhere to play. There have been
gigs at a few Hartford clubs over
the years, but no place these alienated youths can call home. The
only club in the Hartford area that
ever catered to this crowd in my
three years in Hartford was th?
Lit Club (a large room rented
from the Lithuanian National
Home). The club had a short history. It was closed down by the
Hartford Police because of noise
complaints from neighbors.
A good example of Hartford
hardcore is the band Jack Tragic
and the Unfortunates. This band
was once and still is considered
the best that the local scene has to
offer, even though they now play
and proclaim heavy metal. Rumor
has it that Jack and his friends
have been popping in and out of
institutions for years. Their " h i t "
single, "I Kill Hippies," pro-'
fessed bloodshed as the ultimate
goal of life. The band has even
assaulted WRTC D.J.'s who refuse to play their music.
Hardcore has been called the
folk music of the 80's. In the last
few years it has been the music of
protest around the country. Like
folk music during the sixties, it is
the expression of an alienated
generation. But in Hartford, the
fans of bands like Jack Tragic and
the Unfortunates are more concerned with having a good time
smashing each other around than
with what is said by the music.

Although slamming can be done
in such a way as to heighten the
impact of the music, Hartford
punks degrade the practice by
slamming like Sumo wrestlers.
In any case, the reai reason I
decided to babble on about the
Hartford hardcore scene is that
one of the few and far between

shows is occurring this Friday at
the West Hartford Agora. Playing
are The Not from Boston, Jack
Tragic and the Unfortunates from
Hartford, and the Regular Joes
from somewhere in Connecticut.
If you want to check out the Hartford scene for yourself, here is
your chance.

...But Reggae Rules
by Michelle Y. Roubal
Staff Writer
The Greater Connecticut reggae
scene, unlike the hardcore scene,
has flourished in the past year.
Reggae music too is a protest, but
it is also a celebration of life. This
summer, a variety of both big and
small names in the reggae world
toured through Connecticut.
Woodbury Ski and Racket Club
offered a total of three outdoor
all-day fests featuring both local
acts and bands from Jamaica like
Michigan and Smiley and the
Mighty Diamonds. Steel Pulse, an
outfit from England, played two
dates in July, once in Hartford at
the Agora, and then in New Haven at Toad's Place. Peace Train,
an organization which sponsors
free concerts in Hartford, has put
on two reggae shows this fall in
Hartford Parks, both featuring
lead acts. Mad Murphy's, a bar in
downtown Hartford, has also
supported the scene. Even the
TCAC has joined the bandwagon
and brought in a Boston-based
reggae band, Ope People, who
played to a surprisingly good sized
audience a few Saturdays ago on
the Mather patio.

Last Tuesday, Black Uhuru, a
reggae band from Jamaica, played
at Toad's Place in New Haven.
Amazingly enough, despite the
fact that the show was on a weeknight and an hour's drive away,
about fifteen Trinity students
(reggae hardcores — forgive me,
Keith) made the trek down. It was
well worth the trip. Not only did
the trio of singers: Michael Rose
(lead vocals) and Puma Jones and
Duckie Simpson (harmonies), give
a superb and exhilarating performance, but the famous "riddim" duo of Sly Dunbar (drums)
and Robbie Shakespeare (bass),
noted for their work with everyone from members of thje Rolling
Stones to Bob Dylan to jazz artist
Kazumi Watanabe plus a host of
other reggae bands, treated the
audience with a few crucial jams.
For those of you who missed
the show, it's a tough break. Black
Uhuru typifies reggae at its best.
Potent lyrics plus excellent musicianship and singing combined to
make their performance one of the
best I've seen from any type of
band ina long while. The band is
currently still on tour and have
been doing cross-country dates
with King Sunny Ade and his band
from Africa. Their newly remixed

Hardcore vs. Reggae: An opposition of world views.

album, Anthem, has been domestically released and is currently in the top 20 playlists on
the national progressive radio
charts.
If you aren't too sure about
reggae or can't get enough, you
can hear it on Trinity's radio station, WRTC. On Friday afternoons between 12 noon and 3
p.m., student Phillip Ailing hosts
the reggae show. And if you can't
catch him or you just want more,
Maurice Robertson plays an additional hour on Friday nights between 10 and 11 p.m. WRTC is
located on your FM dial at the

frequency of 89.3.
Those interested in seeing a live
act will be especially lucky this
fall. On October 12th, Bob Marley's band The Wailers and his
back-up singers The I-Threes (featuring his wife Rita) will play at
the palace in New Haven. This
will be the first time since Bob
Marley's death that his band has
toured. Rita Marley. played the
West Hartford Agora two years
ago and gave an outstanding performance. The show at the Palace
wilt also feature rare video footage of Bob Marley. The show is
all ages, and ticket costs vary.

The Writing Center
.'.'. a place where writers gather.
M-F 9:00 a.m.-4;00 p.m.
T,W,Th 6:00 p.m.-8 p.m.
Library Satellite in Semihar Rm. # 3
Sunday 7:00 p.m.-11:00 p.m.

#115 Vernon Street
527-3151, ext. 392
Phone us or drop by
for an appointment.

Consultants for the Trinity
community of writers.
x

Alison Berlinger, English
Teresa Lynn Dann, Political Science
Daniel Fabricant, English

"

Elizabeth Heslop, History
Kerry Knobelsdorff, Political Science
Richard Shapiro, Biology
Christine Sirignano, English

Kathryn George, Economics & Spanish

Brian Smith, English

Pamela Guardo, Economics & Political Science

Elizabeth Stodolink, English
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Foreign Studies Students, 1984
Name, Year, Hone Address
Stackpole, David '86
2103 Kennore Terrace
Brooklyn, NY 11226

Term
Fall

• Fall
Swett, Stephen '86
*Box 59
South Chatham, MA 02659

Beaver CCEA/Intemship
o/o Shield House
26, Efeerton Gardens
London SW3 2BP, ENGLAND
IES/Vienna
Institut fur Europaische Studien
Palais Cortjelli^Schpeller
Joharmesgasse 7
A1010 Vienna 1, AUSTRIA
IES/Durham
University of Durham
Old Shire Hall
Durham CH1 3HP, ENGLAND

Thcnpson, Virginia '86
260 Steele Road
West Hartford, CT ,06117

Year

Veronis, Nicholas •86
970 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10028

Fall

Beaver (XEATINSTEP
c/o Shield House
26, Egerton Gardens
London SW3 2BP, EN3LAND

Villari, William '86
1288 SemimLe Drive '
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33304

Fall

Beaver CCEA/IMSTEP
c/o Shield House
26, Egerton Gardens
London SW3 2BP, ENGLAND

Fall
Watts, Edward '86
1009 West University Ave.
Chanpaigi, IL 61821
Weeaner, Theodore •86
7 Orchard Drive
Durham, NH 03824

Fall

Whitesell, Richard. '85 Fall
3506 California Street
San Francisco, CA 94118

Name Year, m r a Address

Program and Program Address

Beaver CCEA/Westfield College
c/o Shield House
26, E&erton Gardens
London SW3 2BP, ENGLAND
IES/Vienna
Institut fur Europaische Studien
Palais Cbrbelli-nSchoeller
Johannesfpsse 7
A 1010 Vienna 1, AUSTRIA

Term

Program and Program Address

Reid,. Joseph '86
7 Girard Avenue
Winchester, MA 01890

Fall

Beaver CCEA/univ.of Lancaster

Reynolds, Tracey '86
20 Sunset Avenue
Saunderstown, RI 02874

Fall

Beaver CXEA/Polytechnic
c/o Shield House
26, Egerton Gardens
London SW3 2BP, ENGLAND

Schnadig, David '86
3100 North Sheridan
Chicago, IL 60657

Fall

Beaver CCEA/INSTEP
c/o Shield House
26, Egerton Gardens
London SW3 2BP, ENXAND

Schneider, Claudia '86
36 ULanore Lane
Greenwich, CT 06830

Year

Boyerische Julius^fexinrilians-Universitat
(not a mailing address)

Sharpe, William '86
10 Jewett Terrace
Worcester, MA 01605

Fall

Drew Univeraity/Bruseels
(not a mailing address)

Silverstein, Laura '86
74 South Road
Harrison, NY 10528

Fall

LSE Pre-Law
(not a mailing address)

Start, Elisabeth '86
11 Pleasant Street
West Newbury, MA 01985

Fall

Beaver CCEA/Lancaster University
(not a mailing address)

Wesleyan/Paris
Wesleyan Program in Paris
Reid Hall
4, rue de Chevreuse
75006 Paris, FRANCE

Smith, Erik '86
70 Welles Lane
New Canaan, CT 06840

Fall

Drew University/Brussels
(not a mailing address)

Spellnm, Nanci '86
Haraeny Hill
Peeksldll, NY 10566

Year

IES/Durham
University of Durham
Old Shire Hall
Durham CH1 3HP, ENGLAND
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DE A ROAD SCHOLAR
RENT FROM NATIONAL

IT'S

Get away

by Berk® Bi-eattie<3
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get a free T-shsrf.

Getting away this weekend may be easier, more fun, and less
expensive than you think. .
• That's because National rents to 18-year-olds, and gives you
clean, sporty cars at low prices. Absolutely no mileage charge.
And now a free Road Scholar T-shirt will help make your weekend a great getaway.
You can rent at any of the National locations below. All you
need is a valid student 1D and driver's license. Use a major credit
card or submit a cash qualifying application 24 hours prior to
rental. You pay for gas and return the car to the renting location.
T-shirt offer good while supplies last.
You deserve
National
attention."

National Car Rental

HOUff
\
Rate available
Irorn noon
Thursday to
noon
Monday.
Certain daily
minimums
apply. Ask for
details.

Combined Wtealth Appeal
For Business and Industry, Inc.

• i . ;>,

lit tills tirumtltir \i:t'nu
l Inihiiiuivuiltimt unlit>'
tars \ulijcttInmwltilutin

628 Walnut St. 621-0202
11320 Chester Rd. (Marriott Inn) 772-1022
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Canada's Bear of Beers
North Woods of Canada comes
C d i
b

CANADA'S BEAR OF BEERS
Imported by V^n Munching & Conine, New York, N.Y
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More Sports
Water Polo Splits
First Two Games
by Andrew Pitts
Sports Staff
The Trinity water-polo club recently began its 1984 season. The
team was successful in the beginning of the week, but lost its following match to finish with an
even win-loss record. Strong individual efforts paced the team in
both of these outings.
Dave Mugford, the captain, is
the only senior on the relatively
young team, Helping Mugford
pull the club together is Adam
Kimmick, The two are atttempting to develop a team unity that
will enable the many experienced
individuals on the team to play
well together.
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The season opener was a twelve
to four blow-out against Coast
Guard, whom the team plays twice
a season. Kimmick scored three
times in the first five minutes to
push Coast Guard into a hole
from which they did not reappear.
Mugford contributed three more
goals to this winning effort. The
teams split the two matches they
played last season and meet again
Friday to determine this year's
tally.
The following night Trin ity baftled with a potent, division one
adversary, UConn. The score was
tied throughout the first three
quarters, but Uconn's experience
enabled them to seize the win in
the final quarter. Mugford, Kimmick, and Nick Clifford combined for the team's seven goals.
Dave LaMarche and Stu Szicklas
were instrumental in this strong
Trinity effort.
Greg Hill is tending goal for this
year's team. Hill wasn't challenged much in the opener, but
played a major role in the strong
showing against UConn. The club
doesn't maintain formal records,
but one player estimated that Hill
was responsible for seven saves,
Whatever the number, his performance helped the team to compete on the same level as UConn.
Trinity's water-polo team op-

Despite the loss of eight seniors from last year's team, the field hockey squad is off to a fast start.
erates on a fairly independent
level. Because of this a great deal
of responsibility for the team's
schedule is in the hand's of the
captain. However, his experience
should enable the team to organize a good deal of games. Despite
its small player size, the team has
made strong showings in its first
two matches. The players are optimistic and excited about the remainder of the season.

Women's Cross Country
Runs Past Conn College
continued from page 18
rounded out the top ten Bantam
runners.
Coach John Kelly was naturally
pleased with this win and if everyone remains healthy, the rest of
the season should continue to
prove pleasing,

The Bantams next race is this
Friday at Amherst, where Trinity
will compete in the five team Amherst Invitational. This will give
the Bants some good Division III
competion and help them see
where they stand for the remainder of the season.

Laura Higgs in action against Tufts.
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Stanley H. Kaplan

SEMESTER IN SPAIN

The Smart

MOVE!
zzz:
/
7

Not just for Spanish majors only, but for everyone: beginners, "in between"
students, and advanced. Put some excitement into your college careeril
BEGINNER OR ADVANCED- Cost is about the
same as a semdster in a U.S. college: $3,380.
Price Includes Jet round trip to Seville from
New York, room, board, and tuition complete. Government grants and loans may be
applied towards our programs.

F-5
PREPARATION FOR:

DEC. '84»LSAT*QRE

college you attend

STANLEY H. KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER
14 OAKWOOD AVENUE
WEST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT 06119
(203) 236-6651
Classes Starting Weak of: Oct. 1st

your present slreet address

•I you would like Information on fulur* program! glva
permanent address below.

wmM
EDUCATIONAL
CENTER

in New Yom Slate siamey H Kaplan tducdiiofla! Center

r permanent street address
City

Live with a Spanish family, attend classes
four hours a day, four days a week, four
months. Earn 16 hrs, of credit (equivalent to 4
semesters taught in U.S. colleges over a two
year time span). Your Spanish studies will be
enhanced by opportunities not available in a
U.S. classroom. Standardized tests show our
students' language skills superior to students
completing two year programs in U.S.
Advanced courses also.
Hurry, it takes a lot of time to make all arrangements.
SPRING SEMESTER — Jan. 30 - May 29
FALL SEMESTER - Aug. 29 - Dec. 19
each year.
FULLY ACCREDITED — A Program of Trinity
Christian College.
For full information — send coupon to:

SEMESTER IN SPAIN
3442 E. Collier S.E., F-5
Grand Rapids. Michigan 49506
(A Program of Trinity Christian College)
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More Sports
Men's
Soccer
Wins Two

h

continued from page 19
when Hyland picked up the rebound of Downs' indirect free
kick and blasted it into the upper
corner of the net from a tough
angle at the right of the box.
With players darting and jumping around after Downs' rebound,
the cool sophomore midfielder .
calmly turned and booted the ball
over everyone into the net.
"I knew where the goal was all
the time," said Hyland.
The Bants followed the win over
CCSU with a well-earned 2-1 come
from behind victory over the MIT
Engineers on Saturday.
Trin ran circles around MIT's
slow and vulnerable defense and
peppered goalie Mike Schoen with
17 shots on goal. However, the
Bants tended to overflood the left
side of the field on their attacks
and aver dribble in their offensive
third of the field. Consequently,
Trin controlled the game but came
away frustrated from missed scoring chances.
MIT opened up the scoring as
Jack Penny scored from the left
side of the goal after a scramble
in front.
"We put on all the pressure,
and they got the goal," sighed a
despondent Shults.
Nevertheless, one got the
impression that it was just a matter of time before, the Bants would
strike. They had been dominating
the play, but somehow failed to
cross the ball through the middle
over to the open right side, where
Hyland was beating his men all
day.
"Anything over to Hyland on
the right wing is like money in the
bank," noted Shults on the sidelines.
The Bants finally got the equal-
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Bill Eastburn goes high to grab the ball. The men's soccer team de feated MIT 2-1.
izer with 4:44 left. David Boone
took a feed from Peter Ammirati
and broke in all alone on goal:
"Boone made a nice play; he
was by himself and didn't try to
bang it through Ferris Athletic
Center. He just touched it and
made the play. That was a big
goal for us," said Shults.
The score lit a fire under the
Bants as they came out flying in
the second half. After Janney was
robbed by goalie Schoen, three
seniors who form the guts of the
'84 Bants combined to put Trin
up for good.
Sandy Monaghan took a corner
feed at the right of the cage,
turned, and hit Pilgrim with a pass
in the box. The hustling Pilgrim,
headed it over to Downs on the
fly and "Downer" deflected it

For beiicious Pizza and
Hot Oven Grinders
Call when you
leave — it will be
ready upon your
arrival.

home for the goal at 36:05,
"It bounced off my chest," explained Downs. "Pilgrim really
made the play."
For the tri-captains, it was a big
goal and a clutch win.
"We didn't play that well, but
we'll take it," reflected Monaghan.
It was a courageous effort by
Downs and Pilgrim. Both played
with injuries: Downs with a
pinched nerve in his back and Pilgrim with a cold and a sore ankle.
Although their playing time was
limited, they both made the most
of it. Pilgrim made several sliding
clears when the Bants went into a
defensive shell late in the game.
And Downs dribbled away most
of the last six minutes to ice the
win.

,

..• • '

•

All in all, it was an exciting and
successful win for the Bants, one
which could very well get them on
the right track. Winning, like losing, is habit forming, and after
several seasons of losing, the
Bants finally look like they are
willing to change their .ways.

photo by John Shiftman

Three Set Matches
Go InBants' Favor
continued from page 18
one of them going to a tie breaker,
the doubles proved to be very exciting.
After Pastore's three set match,
she had to get right back on the
court with partner "Slaughter to
face hard hitting opponents. Pastore and Slaughter lost the first set
6-4 where playing no add games
worked to their disadvantage. "In
the first set, four of the games .
went to 3-3," commented Slaughter. "And with no-add scoring,
it's so much more mentally strain- •
ing."
The Bants first doubles team
came back to dominate the next
two sets, winning 6-2,6-4.
The number two doubles team
had trouble with the first set as
well, for Gilbert and Rosenfeldt

BLOOM COUNTY
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ROAST BEEF & TURKEY GRINDERS & BLTs
MANICOTTI & LASAGNA DINNERS
GREEK SALADS WITH CHOICE OF FETA OR
MOZARELLA CHEESE

287 New Britain Ave.
Hartford
Across from
South Campus
Richard Staron, prop

Men's X-e
Wins Close
Home Meet
continued from page 18
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dropped the set 6-3. They two,
like their teammates, stayed tough
and won the second two sets 6-4,
6-4.
Sophmores PrisaUa Payne and
Chris Sanden, bad an amazing
come back to win the tiebreaker
7-1, making the final score 6-4, 76. Bartlett commented, "They
were able to come back and win
because they were really determined mentally."
•
:
Next weekend, the two top singles and doubles teams will participate in the State Tournament at
U. * Conn. Last year, Slaughter
place first in the singles competition, but the team took second
place overall to Division I U.
Conn. However, this year Trinity
could give U.Conn a real run for
its money.

by Berke Breathed
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Barry came in first with a time
of 26:49. Following Barry were
two* Conn College runners to take
second and third. Crucial for the
Bantams was Gemmel at fouth.
With Barry at first and Gemrnel
at fourth it neutralized the two
Conn College runners at second
and third.
The race was decided by the
next five runners. Out of the finishers in the next five, four were
from Trinity. The Bantam's depth
gave them the race. A relieved
Kelly was able to say, "It was nice
to win."
Next week the runners will participate in the Amherst Invitational. Kelly feels confident that
Trinity will be able to beat Eastern
and Salem State, but is worried
about Amherst. Last year the
Bantams beat Amherst by one
point, and there is every indication that it will be just as close
this year.
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More Sports
Tennis Tough In
The Mental Game

Castle
Sparks

Hockey

by Julia McLaughlin
Assistant Sports Editor

continued from page 20
outside the striking circle.
Senior Laura Higgs followed
Cutler's last goal midway through
the period with the same skill.
Tufts completed the scoring of the
day when Jill Lepato scored off. a
corner.
The 4-2 win boosted Trin's record to 3-0. Coach Robin Sheppard was "enthusiastic" with the
wins this week. "We know its
there and we can win."
Sheppard cited Kate Simonds
on offense and Castle as outstanding players in the win on Saturday.
Sheppard tried out a new system in Saturday's game that would
hopefully solve the "vacant lot"
problem in the midfield. The results were positive and evident in
the game as the players were less
tired and the squad was able to
control the ball more effectively.
The goals by Higgs and Cutler
were the result of practicing drives
from outside the circle. Sheppard
is pleased with "the serious attitude in practice" and "if the team
does not live up to pre-season re-

The women's soccer team picked up a tie at Yale last Wednesday.
ports it would not be from a lack
of effort and lax attitudes".
Co-captains Castle and Chandler Luke are "estatic with the
teamwork" and they agreed with
the enthusiam and support that
exists among the squad.
Trinity faces two very competitive teams this week. Fairfield is

always a threat and Mt. Holyoke
is undefeated so far.
The Junior Varsity has come
together as a squad and overwhelmed Connecticut 5-0 and
Tufts 3-0. Ellie Pierce and Jennifer Brewster have each scored a
pair and Lisa Lumalcuri, Celinda
Shannon, Deborah Barrass, and
Alyssa Kolowrat tallied one goal.

The women's tennis team had a
tremendous 9-0 victory over Connecticut College this past Wednesday.
"The 9-0 score does not indicate how competitive the match
really was. The match could have
gone 5-4 in Conn's favor, but the
Trinity women were so tough they
were able to pull out a solid victory," commented Coach Wendy
Bartlett after the match.
Number one singles player
Claire Slaughter made a similar
judgement; "The fact that we
pulled out four three-set matches
shows our mental toughness."
In singles play, Slaughter once
again crushed her opponent 6-1,62. "We would have good points,
but she would miss returns and
double fault if I won these
points," noted Slaughter.
At number two, Maria Rosenfeld won a close 6-4,7-5 match.
"Her opponent really killed the
ball," sajd Bartlett, "but Maria's
quick reactions enabled her to return those shots and she is patient
enough to keep the ball in play
until her opponent hit it out or
into the net."

Jeanine Looney, at number
three, defeated her opponent in
straight sets 6-3,6-2. "Jeanine's a
smart player with steady strokes,"
noted Bartlett.
Playing number four, Donna
Gilbert won her match 6-1,3-6,62.
Sophomore Lauren Lovett had
a close first set, which she won 75, and then in the second set, Lovett easily overcame her opponent
6-1. "Lauren was able to hit her
powerful groundstrokes with consistency, and with her tremendous
return of serve, Lauren was on the
offensive right away."
At number six, Chris Pastore
won a three-set match 4-6,6-4,6-1.
With her opponent's slower pace,
Chris was able to attack a lot.
With the repeating of the singles players in doubles, a new dimension has been added to
practices and matches. Slaughter
commented about playing both
singles and doubles: "I love it; it
does so much for your whole
game." However, she added that
"playing two matches is very tiring mentally and physically."
With two of ,the doubles
matches going to a third set and
continued on page 17

Malabre Sets Mark
In Win Over Conn
by Krister Johnson
Senior Sports Staff
Running in the only home meet
of the season on Saturday, Senior
co-captain Ann Malabre raced to
an easy win and in doing so established a new course record. Maiabre's time of 17:07 for three miles
easily out distanced the Connecticut College competition,, and
erased the old record of 17:21 set
a year ago by Allegra Burton of
Wesleyan.
Running alone the whole race,
Malabre blazed through the first
mile in 5:25 and then cruised to
the victory. Malabre's victory
paced the Bantams to an easy 20-

44 win over Connecticut College,
Co-captain Erica Thurman finished second behind Malabre,
fighting off Connecticut's top
runner in the last 400 meters.
•Sophomore Meridith Lynch finished third for the Bantams, close
behind Thurman.
Rounding out the top five for
Trinity were Alix Woodford and
Alex Steinert, in the sixth and seventh places overall. Freshmen
runners continued to perform well
as Amy Peck, Shauna Pyun and
Jennifer Elivell all finished in the
top ten for Trinity, Seniors Bonnie Laughlin and Sue Pasieka
continued on page 17

Ginny Vogel swings at the ball during Saturday's field hockey game

Barry Finishes Race First
by Tom Swiers
Senior Sports Staff
The men's cross-country team
defeated Connecticut College in a
class meet, 24-33.
Both teams had expected easy
wins, and both teams were surprised. Conn College was aware
of Trinity's performance at Bryant
and was sure that its runners
would be able to out do Trinity.
What Conn College did not realize was that four of Trinity's top
seven runners were not competing
at Bryant. Trinity discovered that
Conn College had acquired three
strong freshmen, and these freshmen were the competition on Saturday.
For Trinity, Saturday's home
meet was the first in which all of
their runners were basically
healthy. Dave Barry ran well coming off his injury of last week.
Barry, had not done any speed
workouts prior to the meet onSaturday, and Coach John Kelly
was worried that this could have
affected Barry's performance, but
Barry was up to par,

Dave O'Donnell also came on
strong after his injury to score for
Trinity, and Dave Moughalian
also recovered to come in ninth in
the race.
Trinity took the lead in the first
mile with a pack holding the first
five places. By the second mile
three Conn College runners had
broken into the Trinity pack. Kelly

was surprised and commented,
"this is closer than 1 thought."
Conn College held onto the two,
three, and four places until the
fourth mile when Craig Gemmel,
Brian Oakley, and O'Donnell
broke back into the Conn College
pack.
continued on page 16

Shield Near Perfect In
Football's Opening Win
continued from page 20
18 yards and Shield hit three different receivers before finishing it
off with a one yard down and out
to McNamara. With 1:56 remaining in the half the Bants led 31-0.
Bowdoin did manage a quick
touchdown before the half but it
was the only offensive outburst of
the day for the hosts.
Defensively Trinity played well
despite the absence of linebacker
Todd Fairfax, who may be out for

the season with a knee injury.
In the second half, both teams'
intensity seemed to wain. Trinity
missed a couple of good scoring
opportunities but did add ten
more points on a 20-yard field
goal by Caskin^and a two-yard
run by Nagy.
Trinity played the second string
throughout the fourth quarter and
did not throw a pass in an effort
to keep the score down. Nevertheless, the 35-point margin was an
adequate statement of Trinity's
superiority.

pholo by John Shllfman
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More Sports
McNamara Ties
Receiving Mark
When Tim McNamara was told that he had tied the college record for
receptions in a game with his 13 grabs Saturday against Bowdoin, he
shrugged and then smiled.-It didn't seem to matter to the senior wide
receiver one bit.
For over a year now people have commented on quarterback Joe
Shield's humbleness and lack of concern for his personal achievement,
but his prime target makes Shield look like Reggie Jackson. McNamara
simply breaks all the stereotypes that usually typify football stars, especially wide receivers.
First of all McNamara is not fast. His time in the 40 is over five
seconds. In comparison wingback Mike Doetsch has run a 4.5 for the
40. McNamara describes himself as "kinda slow," arid adds "I've never
had the blazing speed." And yet he is always open.
There are a number of theories as to whyJvIcNamara is so successful.
Head coach Don Miller says "He's got real feel for how to get open. He
knows how to release and get in the hole."

Tuesday Afternoon
by Stephen K. Gellman

__^

This quality was apparent on Saturday as McNamara made a number
of catches in the open area behind the linebackers and in front of the
deep backs.
"He can cut off his full speed," notes Shield. "Some people have to
slow down before turning."
This allows McNamara an extra step on turn in patterns or out patterns
run towards the sideline. Twice Shield hit McNamara for touchdowns
on this type of play against Bowdoin.
Perhaps the person with the most interesting perspective on McNamara
is Doetsch. Doetsch is McNamara's antithesis — small and fast. The
threat of Doetsch's speed and McNamara's moves promise to keep
defensive coordinators up late at night preparing for the Bantams.
Doetsch points to McNamara's concentration as a key element in his
game. "He turns and picks the ball up really well and makes a move to
the .ball whether up, down, left, or right."
Ironically, McNamara's best display of this talent came on a play that
was called back because of a holding penalty. Shield threw to McNamara
on a quick streak (o.k. maybe not ablicable) down the right sideline. The
throw was slightly high and behind McNamara. Effortlessly, McNamara
adjusted to the ball, making the twisting grab in mid air and then
dragging one foot inside the sideline.
•
It would have given his 14 catches and sole possession of the college
record. But don't feel to bad, McNamara doesn't. ,

Women's Soccer
Beats Amherstf 3-0
skilled in all areas, yet Trinity was
continued from page 20
undaunted.
Prudy Home, assisted by Toria
ble in front of the goal, popped
Arvantis, had the first goal of the
the ball in to make the score 2-0.
At this point, Trinity was psy- game which put the Bantams
ched. Was this'this the same of- ; ahead; however, in the last 20 sec?
onds of the first half, Yale scored.
fense that had been virtually
The second half was so evenly
ineffective in the first half? No
matched that when it. ended the
one was too sure from where this
score was still 1-1, leading to an
unbeatable aggressiveness had
overtime period. After only 3
come, but it was here to stay!
minutes, Lisa Lake scored unassThe most beautiful play of the
isted from a corner kick to put the
game was when Rodgers came
Bantams ahead once again. But
down the field, passed off to
with 2 minutes remaining in the
Home, who deftly dodged the defense and got the ball to Ley- entire game, Yale just barely managed to tie it up.
decker, who smashed the ball into
The star of this game was unthe upper right hand corner, scorquestionably
goalie
Jeanne
ing the goal1 which secured the
Monnes, who saved 32 out of 34
Trinity victory. The happy Banshots on goal. Trinity had only 10
tams walked off the field with a
shots, but managed to place them
3-0 win over Amherst.
well enough to put two of them
A pleased coach Karen Erlandwhere it counted.
son commented after the game,
"We were bogged down in the
middle of the first half in which
Amherst
did
dominate.
Yet.eventually the offense started
to use every shooting opportunity
to pressure them."
Fee, who played a surperb
game, explained the reason for the
two halves being so different:
"We were nervous, being at home
and all. But after halftime, we
controlled the ball much better
and got it in!"
Earlier this week, the Bantams
had an even tougher game against
Division I Yale. Trinity tied 2-2
with Yale, after a twenty minute
Karen Rodgers takes a shot against
overtime session. Yale was very

- The men's soccer team celebrated their second consecutive victory on Saturday.
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Men's Soccer Starts Fast
by Marc Esterman
Senior Sports Staff
Let's be .thankful for small favors. Although it's early, the
men's soccer team is off to its best
start in years, as back-to-back
home wins last week upped Trin's
record to 2-1, and, once more, it's
playing like it means business.
"The seniors especially look to
be really determined and dedicated this season," said tri-captain Jeff Pilgrim. " I think we're
all sick of losing and are looking
forward to a good season."
The Bants, coming off victories
over Central Connecticut and
MIT, appear to have gained some

Amherst.

momentum and an aggressive,
winning instinct.
"1 think we're coming into our
own now," noted Coach Robie
Shults after a 2-1 win over MIT.
"We're where we want to be and
we're playing much better than we
did last year."
For the Trinity Bantams' varsity soccer team, Tuesday afternoon's home opening 1-0 victory
over Central Connecticut State
University was one for the skeptics.
Coming off a lackluster 1-0 loss
to the Coast Guard, the Bants
were determined to prevent the
critics from saying, "Here we go
again." With the pressure of falling to 0-2 and decreasing their
chances of breaking the..500 level
for the first time in six years, the
Bants came up with a gem of an
effort and treated the large crowd
to a 1-0 triumph.
The win, keyed by Chris HyIand's" goal with four minutes left
in the game, came against a Division II schooi that is moving to
Division I. "We had to have this
one," said Shults after the game.
"1 told our team before the game
that we had to do more than just
play well, we had to win. We're
sick of playing well and losing 10 all the time."
Trin, which outshot CCSU 15-

12, completely outplayed the visitors. The Bantams executed well
on offense, looked sharp with
their passes, and worked its new
4-4-2 offense effectively, applying
a lot of pressure.
After a somewhat sluggish beginning, Trin came alive and got
good scoring chances from David
Janney, David Boone, and Chris
Downs, all of whom were
thwarted by goalie Charlie Pulselli.
Trin continued to control the
ball in the second half, but as time
wore on, play became more wideopen and CCSU picked up its
pace. In addition, some dubious
calls by the referees on fouls and
obstructions stalled some Trin
drives. The Bants needed a lift,
and they got it from David Janney.
With five minutes left, Janney
sped down the left wing and was
tackled roughly by CCSU's Tom
Shoglund. Janney, with play
called, then did his Lou Albano
impression and wrestled Shoglund
to the turf, triggering a benchclearing melee. Janney received a
yellow card for his efforts, but the
Bants aiso got a much-needed
charge.
Trin responded one minute later
continued on page 17
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Football Trounces Hapless Polar Bears 41-6
by Stephen K. Gellman
Sports Editor
Bowdoin won the opening toss
of the coin and that was it. From
that point on Trinity completely
dominated the Polar Bears on
their way to a 41-6 victory.
Trinity scored on five of its first
six possessions to end the game
before Bowdoin's homecoming
crowd could find their seats. The
Bantams dominated every facet of
the game in recording their first
opening game victory since 1980.
Offensively it was the same old
story for the Bants. Joe Shield was

his usual superb self, completing
26 of 33 attempts for 371 yards'
and three touchdowns. His third
completion of the game, a 13 yard
toss to wingback Mike Doetsch,
broke the college record for career
completions and Shield became
the first quarterback ever to throw
for 300 yards against a Bowdoin
defense.
And Shield's performance was
not the best of the day by an offensive player. Split end Tim
McNamara tied a school record
with 13 catches on the afternoon.
McNamara's grabs accounted for
209 yards and three touchdowns.

Trinity took advantage of a
Bowdoin defense that was surprisingly simple.
"They threw two basic coverages and we were prepared for six
and a lot more blitzing," .explained Shield.
McNamara added, "As soon as
you look up you know what the
coverage is going to be."
Right from the start the Trinity
offense moved with ease. After
Jim McAloon deflected the punt
that ended Bowdoin's first drive,
the Bants moved 53 yards in four
plays for the score. Shield hit
McNamara in the left side of the

end zone and Chris Caskin added
the extra point to make it 7-0 Trin
after 4:57.
Bowdoin's offense quickly
handed the ball back to Trin as
quarterback Joe Kelly's (4-16, 103
yards) pass deflected off safety
Mike DeLucia's hands into those
of strong safety Kevin Smith. Trin
failed to move the ball, but Caskin hit a 40 yard field goal to extend the lead to ten.
Next Trin took over possession
at their own 40 after a Bowdoin
punt. Seven plays later Rich Nagy
(115 yards on 24 carries) dove over
from the two for the touchdown.

The key play on the drive was a
41 yard completion from Shield to
McNamara.
The offense lapsed enough to
bring on Todd Nizleck for one of
two times but on their next possession Shield led Trinity on a 62
yard drive for a score. McNamara
had three receptions for 54 yards
including a 17-yard touchdown
grab on a post pattern.
Finally, Trinity finished off
their five for six string with a nearperfect 80 yard march. Over 14
plays Nagy carried five times for
continued on page 18

Women's
Soccer
Strong
by Robin Scullin
Sports Staff Writer
After a tough week, Trinity's
women's soccer team has proved
it is a very strong squad. On Saturday, Trinity was matched
against Amherst in their first
home game of the season.
In most of the first half, the
Trinity offense was hindered by a
very strong Amherst defense.
Amherst had exceptional ball control, and they outshot the Bantams.
Trinity's defense, from goalie
Jeanne Monnes up to midfielder
Karen Rodgers, fought hard to
suppress Amherst and managed
consistently to get the ball to the
offensive line. Yet, when Trinity
was finally in prime scoring position, the play would often fall
apart.
This mismatch of a super strong
defense with a less than aggressive
offense prevented the Bantams
from scoring, until finally, near
the end of the first half, Bantam
player Sydney Fee got the ball to
Prudy Home, who placed the ball
in the left hand corner of the net,
leaving the Amherst goalie no
chance even to try and make the
. save.

•'•.'.

Throughout the first half, Fee
and Rodgers worked very well together, resulting in several successful interchanges, so as to
bypass Amherst. Criss Leydecker
ran hard to help connect the ball
to the offensive line, but despite
these efforts, scoring was still lim-

Gina Cappelletti takes a corner kick during the women's soccer team's 3-0 victory over Amherst.
ited, and the first half ended 1-0.
Trinity was lucky enough to be
ahead considering the troubles
they had.
Whatever vitamins the Bantams
took at half-time, they came back
on the field to play a completely
different ball game. Trinity did
not hesistate to take control from
the start and the pace quickened
thanks to Ceronne Berkely and
Fee.

A key factor in this game was
the Bantams' spirit. A crucial goal
was called back because the referee had not clarified that a free
kick was indirect, meaning it had
to be touched by two players before going into the goal.
Despite this frustrating call, the
Bantams kept fighting, particularly Rodgers, who after a scramcontinued on page 19

Kat Castle (left) squares off against a Tufts player in Saturday's field hockey win.
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Field Hockey Gets
Past Jumbos, 4 2
by Elizabeth Sobkov
Contributing Editor
The 1984 women's field hockey
squad is awesome. The Bants conquered Tufts and Connecticut
College, two tough and competitive teams, this past week.
In Wednesday's home match
against the always revengeful
Conn team, the Bants played a
more individualistic game. Trin
took an early lead when Kat Castle drove a hard shot which goalie
Susan Evans saved. Susie Cutler
pushed the ball in the goal off the
rebound. The rest of the half was
a mid-field battle.
The second half was just like
the first because early in this period, Cutler drove the ball into the
goal from the left. The Bantams
were up by two when five minutes
later, a Connecticut player drove
the ball past goalie Pam Ingersoll.
Ingersoll is starting her second
season for the Bants in the goal
and recorded six saves in the 2-1
victory over the Camels.
Although the Bantams won the
game, they knew that if they
played the same way on Saturday
against Tufts they would lose.

The Jumbos had a reason to go
out fighting hard. They were
ranked number one in New England in the NIAC tournament in
1983 when they were upset by
number four Trinity at home.
Nat Perkins drove in the first
goal of the game midway through
the first half to put Trin ahead.
Cutler assisted Perkins when she
drilled the ball into the pads of
the Tufts goalie and Perkins scored on the rebound.
Almost four minutes later, the
Jumbos threatened to score. Ingersoll lost her balance and fell on
the ball. This action results in a
penalty stroke for Tufts; a one on
one with the goalie. Donna Wells
elevated the ball in the upper right
hand side of the goal past Ingersoll to tie the score.
In the second half, the Bants
came out as a team. They put
everything together and outplayed
the Jumbos. Cutler shot the ball
in the goal on her own rebound
within the first two minutes of
play. Five minutes later, Cutler
showed her impressive strength as
she fired the ball in the goal from
continued on page 18

